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INTRODUCTION 
THE present paper, consisting of the results of several investigations subvened by liberal grants 
from the General Education Board's Appropriation for Studies in the Humanities, deals with the 
Principle of Relative Frequency, a general theory of language first advanced publicly by me in 
1929.1 The investigation of the theory, which began some years before publication in 1929, had 
even by that time reached such proportions that in the original article I could include only such 
material as I deemed especially salient for the demonstration of the new hypothesis. Since then, 
the material has again increased considerably, not only from my own independent research, but 
likewise from the comments and suggestions kindly tendered by critics both here and abroad. 
Hence again, my space compels only selected studies, a selection which is designed in part to in-
crease the illustrative material, in part to penetrate further into the analysis of that material, and 
in part to extend the limits of the very theory itself. The carefully deliberated arrangement is, 
however, such that I hope the reader casually perusing the following pages will sense the funda-
mental organic unity of the underlying principle. The unity of the Principle of Relative Fre-
quency, its ramifications and scope, its bearing on the theory of Gestalt Psychology on the one hand 
and the theory of Psychoanalysis on the other, and its general implications both linguistic and 
otherwise, I am at present combining into a modest volume to appear in the immediate future. 
It is because of this volume that I now include as appendices all the essential source material 
upon which the argument of the following pages is based. Only after the most careful discussion 
of the matter with colleagues and with the Chairman of the General Education Board's Appro-
priation was it decided to print this unwieldly evidence. If, as they say, the Chinese phonetic 
transcriptions in the appendix and the lists of the Chinese words and syllables arranged accord-
ing to frequency of occurrence prove themselves of interest and value to those working on gram-
mars, readers, or stenographic systems in Chinese, and if the list of all words occurring in four of 
Plautus' plays, arranged according to frequency of occurrence, together with the cards with line 
references for each word (deposited in the Harvard College Library) should prove of value for one 
working on Plautus, all of that is incidental to the purpose of their inclusion here. Perhaps that is 
more than a sufficient justification. I however include them solely that there should be no 
doubt as to the method used for the results and as to the veracity of the results obtained, for 
these results offer overwhelming proofs of the Principle of Relative Frequency. Though the evi-
dence they give represents but a small portion of the total evidence available, yet it is of such 
a nature as to establish at least certain aspects of the theory beyond a shadow of a doubt. 
It is needless to say that it would have been impossible for me to gather the ensuing material 
without the help of loyal assistants. The tediousness and need of accuracy of the work called for 
almost superhuman patience. One who has never attempted such an investigation will never 
understand the enormous debt of thanks I owe to Mr. Kan Y u Wang, Mr. Η. Y. Chang, Miss 
Dorothy Priest, Miss Mary Campbell, and my wife for their assistance, assistance which would 
have been mainly impossible without the generous subvention of the General Education Board's 
Appropriation for Studies in the Humanities. 
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 
January 6,1932 
1 G. K. Zipf, "Relative Frequency as a Determinant of Phonetic Change," Harvard Studies in Classical Phi-
lology, Vol. X L (1929), pp. 1-95. 
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PART I 
The Principle of Relative Frequency in Respect to 
Chinese Phonology 
THE present paper sets forth the results of an investigation undertaken chiefly to determine 
whether or not the modern vernacular of Peking, China, agrees with Indo-European tongues in 
substantiating the Principle of Relative Frequency. That an oriental language would offer valu-
able and final evidence was apparent likewise to others.1 And that of the many oriental 
languages, Chinese, or, more particularly, the dialect of modern Peking, would be the most ideal 
from almost every angle, I hope to make clear in the ensuing paragraphs. 
But before proceeding to the evidence, it would be wise to review in brief the main points of 
the theory which the evidence seems to support. For the theory of Relative Frequency, unlike 
every other linguistic theory, does not look for the causes of linguistic changes in climate, geog-
raphy, vocal organs, childhood mispronunciations, and so on, but simply maintains that any 
change in a given language is brought about by the inherent structure of that language itself. 
The gist of the theory is that any element of speech which occurs in spoken language more fre-
quently than some other similar element demands less emphasis or conspicuousness than that 
other element which occurs more rarely. In other words, what is expected does not need or re-
ceive the emphasis or conspicuousness of the relatively less expected. A few examples will perhaps 
make this clearer. 
The ever recurring endings of a word do not generally need as much emphasis as the root; the 
verbal auxiliaries, being more frequent, usually do not demand or receive as much emphasis as 
the main verb; so too the article less than its noun. The general tendency toward abbreviation, 
syncope, toward the fusion of endings, suffixes, prefixes, auxiliaries, articles, and particles offers 
further possibilities of proof. In fact this seems to me the very crux of Satzphonetik, as I hope will 
be apparent to the reader in Part Two of this paper. If one goes deeper than the word, however, 
and takes a paradigm which has some endings rigidly accented and others regularly without 
accent, one will find that accent is coupled with comparative rarity of occurrence, while lack of 
accent is invariably linked with high frequency of usage.2 
In the light of all this, I formulated the Principle of Relative Frequency: The accent or degree of 
conspicuousness of any word, syllable, or sound is inversely proportionate to the relative fre-
quency of that word, syllable, or sound, among its fellow words, syllables, or sounds in the stream 
of spoken language. As any element's usage becomes more frequent, its form tends to become less 
accented, or more easily pronounceable, and vice versa. 
1 Cf. Ed. Hermann, Philologische Wochenschrift, Vol. 51 (1931), Ρ· 6O2. 
2 For a detailed discussion of supporting evidence, cf. Zipf, op, cit., pp. s ff. In support of these views, cf. Elise 
Richter Archiv für das Studium der neueren Sprachen, Vol. 157 (1930), pp. 291 ff. Against these views cf. Ed. Her-
man, op. cit., pp. 599 ff. As I expect soon to be able to point out, the e-o gradation in the o-declension and thematic 
verbs is the answer to Professor Hermann's shrewd question. 
[ I ] 
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This principle becomes extremely important in respect to sounds (phonemes).1 For strangely 
enough sounds, as we shall see, differ decidedly in degree of conspicuousness. The voiced aspirate 
dh for example is more conspicuous, both phonetically and acoustically, than the media d, since it 
has everything the d possesses, plus the additional increment of aspiration. Because of this addi-
tional increment of aspiration, the dh is more difficult to pronounce than a d and, likewise, more 
audible to the hearer: in other words, it is both phonetically and acoustically more conspicuous. 
So too a lenis or a fortis d is more conspicuous than the correspondingly lenis or fortis tenuis t, 
since the d possesses everything the t has, plus the increment of voice. In a like manner, the affri-
cate ts is phonetically and acoustically more conspicuous than a t, because in addition to the t it 
has a following spirant. But we can say nothing in respect to the relative conspicuousness of a 
spirant, for example the p. For though the p lacks the increment of explosiveness of the tenuis, it 
can more than compensate for this lack by a prolonged duration (e. g. ppp). Obviously this 
arrangement of the dentals can be correspondingly extended to labials, palatals, velars, or indeed 
to any other or every other sound which will similarly admit of a comparative analysis. 
That the conspicuousness of a sound is only determinable relative to another sound has seemed 
to some critics of this theory unfortunate. But in spite of the brilliant work of modern experi-
mental phonetics, phoneticians have not yet discovered any method which can give for any 
sound, let alone for every sound, either the actual absolute amount of energy required for its pro-
nunciation, or an absolute measure either of its audibility or its psychic conspicuousness. And it is 
doubtful that such a measure will ever be found. For this conspicuousness depends to a large de-
gree upon the amplitude or loudness, a thing which varies greatly in words, and therefore in 
sounds, according to the mood or emotional state of the speaker. But in regard to the relative 
conspicuousness of a sound, the arrangement of dh to d, d to t, and ts to t is satisfactory. For re-
gardless of how loudly or softly an individual speaks, a lenis or fortis d, let us say, will be both 
more audible and more difficult to pronounce than the correspondingly lenis or fortis t. 
And now, if we can say that a lenis or fortis media is more conspicuous than a correspondingly 
lenis or fortis tenuis, analysis of language should show, if the Principle of Relative Frequency be 
correct, that the less conspicuous tenuis should occur in cursive language more frequently than the 
t d k e Ρ b 
Bulgarian 7-54 % 3-55 % 2.98 % 1.46% 2.82 % 1.32 % 
English . . . . 7-13 4-31 2.71 • 7 4 2.04 1.81 
Russian . . . . 7.49 3-42 3-49 1.10 2.19 1.76 
Italian 4-74 3-63 .41 2.78 .89 
Swedish . . . . 7.64 5-48 3-52 2.50 1.20 1-3* 
Hungarian . . . . 7.18 3-3° 5-72 2 . 4 s 1.04 1.71 
German 3-75 2.24 1.84 1.30 1-34 
French . . . . 6.28 3-55 4.81 .76 3-54 ΐ·39 
Czech 5.60 3-73 3-93 •IS 3-52 1.86 
Spanish .... 4.27 5.20 3-82 .07 2.64 2.05 
Sanskrit . . . . 6.6s 2.8s 1.99 .82 2.46 .46 
Greek . . . . 7-58 2.87 4.07 1.74 3-3» •49 
Latin . . . . 7-72 3-41 3-71 .96 2.ΟΙ 1.40 
1 For the sake of those who prefer the word phoneme, an extremely useful philological term which does not yet 
enjoy the frequency of usage it deserves, let me say that the older and more generally used word sound which I shall 
adhere to in this paper may be replaced throughout this paper by the word phoneme without modifying my meaning 
in the slightest degree. By sound changes I mean, as practically every investigator of this field now means, phoneme 
changes. For the meaning of phoneme see Leonard Bloomfield, "A Set of Postulates for the Science of Language," 
Language, Vol. II (1926), 157. In addition one may profitably consult Edward Sapir, "Sound Patterns in Lan-
guage," Language, Vol. I (1925), 37. 
[2] 
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more conspicuous media. In other words, we should expect in counting the sounds of a reason-
ably long piece of colloquial prose to find by actual count the tenues more numerous than their 
corresponding mediae — more t's than d's, more k's than g's, more p's than b's. 
The table on page 2, reprinted from my original article, illustrates that this is strikingly true.1 
And the conclusions to be drawn from the table are clear. 
When, either because of change of the frequency of usage of words in the folk vocabulary, or 
because of the addition of new or the deletion of hitherto familiar words, the relative frequency of 
a sound increases, the sound tends to become less conspicuous, either by diminishing the con-
spicuousness of one or more of its increments, or by abandoning one or more of its increments 
entirely. So a fortis d may become a lenis d, or even a t. And conversely, if the sound becomes 
relatively rarer, it may add to its increments. In this fashion a t may become a d, a th, or a ts; or 
a lenis d may become a fortis d or a dh. In this fashion sound shifts take place. 
The German and Scandinavian b are examples of the former. Having become more frequent 
than p, as our table shows, the German and Scandinavian b have weakened in both their incre-
ment of voice and explosiveness, and have become a sound not very different from a softly voiced 
English p. Spanish likewise exhibits a similar change with its d, which, because of its excessive 
frequency, has in most positions lost its increment of explosion and become an 5. Hence it happens 
that the same fundamental sounds in various languages may vary in degree of explosiveness, 
amount of aspiration, or voice. Some critics believe this variation vitiates the Principle of Rela-
tive Frequency. On the contrary, it would be highly odd, as will appear below, if this variation 
were not there. For a more complete discussion of the table I must however refer the reader to 
the original article. Let us turn now to the objections that have been made to the table, inas-
much as the present Chinese data are intended to answer most, if not all, of them. 
The first objection is by far the most frequent, namely that the statistics do not represent 
phonetic transcriptions. To this may I say again that the figures in the table for some of the 
languages do represent actual phonetic transcriptions; for some of them only approximate pho-
netic transcriptions; and for some, notably those for the dead languages, in considering letters as 
sounds, come as close to a phonetic transcription as we shall ever obtain. It is commonplace to 
say that our alphabets are not phonetically exact. But, in so saying, let us not forget that our al-
phabets in general, especially in regard to consonants, do not always utterly and completely dis-
regard phonetic equivalents, representing, as it were, no earthly connection with the actual pro-
nunciation. Sanskrit, as a matter of fact, is so exact in its alphabet that one might safely say that 
it is truly a phonetic writing. But be that as it may. If the reader is not impressed by the incon-
testable correlation of the percentages in the table, he may disregard the table on whatever 
grounds he wishes. But he may not discard the Chinese statistics on the ground of phonetic 
transcription, for the Chinese statistics represent careful and exact phonetic values; the tran-
scriptions themselves are included in the appendix. 
The second objection deals with conspicuousness.2 It has been objected that a sound which is 
easy for one person to pronounce may be difficult for another, meaning by this that a German, 
for example, finds the English th more difficult than does an Englishman. But this again has 
nothing to do with the Principle of Relative Frequency. Just as the relative frequency of a 
sound means the frequency of the sound relative to the other sounds of the same dialect and ob-
1 Zipf, op. cit., p. 61. The various sources of these statistics and control figures, together with a criticism 
of the method by which the statistics were obtained, are given on pp. 42 ff. 
' Cf. E. Hermann, op. cit., p. 602. 
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viously not to sounds in general, so too the conspicuousness of any sound is relative only to the 
conspicuousness of other sounds in the same dialect. I t would be absurd to think that this law 
should work for t in general and d in general; a fortis t, as said before, may be more conspicuous 
than a lenis d. If so, it should be less frequent than the d. Moreover it is not likely that any sound 
or group of sounds will be as easy for a speaker to utter or a hearer to perceive as a sound or 
sounds of the native speech pattern. If the reader wishes, he may discard the previous table on 
the somewhat doubtful grounds that a French t, for example, is pronounced in many ways, and 
add that the striking correlation is nothing but random chance. But he may not discard the 
Chinese figures for that reason; for the analysis has been restricted to the modern vernacular 
dialect of Peking. 
The third, and I think the last, serious objection, is that the same sound varies in intensity, 
and hence conspicuousness, according to the nature of the surrounding sounds. This is un-
doubtedly true. As Professor Elise Richter points out,1 among other excellent examples, the Ger-
man p at the beginning of a word, between syllables, and at the end of a word represents three dif-
ferent and phonetically distinct sounds; she indicates that the percentages for German ρ are, 
therefore, not valid until these p's are each segregated. She suggests recourse to experimental 
phonetics. I t has also been suggested by another that I avoid the issue entirely by using the word 
phoneme instead of sound, implying thereby that sounds whose difference is detectable only by the 
skillful reading of a recording apparatus may be regarded for linguistic purposes as identical 
sounds. I myself had hoped to avoid this troublesome issue on page 41 of the original article by 
stating that when a sound became more frequent, and therefore tended to diminish in con-
spicuousness, its weakening would first commence in those positions where surrounding sounds 
were propitious for a weakening. For example, if a b, becoming too frequent, tended to lose, let us 
say, its increment of voice, it would in all probability lose it sooner and easier if surrounded by 
voiceless sounds, than it would between vowels; it would be more apt to lose its voice in gehst or 
hebst than in geben or heben. And if one considers language as something dynamic, something 
living, and one happened to record the language phonetically as a gradual weakening were taking 
place, one could not reasonably say that the Principle failed to function simply because a dif-
ference of articulation was observable in different positions. 
However, there is an easier way to refute the phoneticist than by attempting to demonstrate 
to him that the very phenomena he points to as disproof are in reality an essential part of the 
working of the Principle. Let us take rather a language where this problem does not arise and 
test its consonants. Let us examine the dialect of Peking, which is monosyllabic in structure. In 
the dialect of Peking, a consonant is used only at the beginning of a syllable and is always fol-
lowed by a vowel. There is no such thing as a final consonant. The language, being essentially 
monosyllabic, offers no serious problem of intersyllabic consonants. In respect to the position of 
the consonant, everything is absolutely constant. There is nothing to consider but the actual con-
spicuousness of the sound. 
Nor is there any difficulty in determining which consonant in each pair is more conspicuous. 
Even the earliest romanizations show it; all phoneticists agree about it; it is at once evident to 
anyone listening to a native of Peking speak. The fortis tenuis aspirata is decidedly more con-
spicuous than the faint lenis media.2 For so weak is the voice in the lenis media, that there is 
doubt as to whether it should best be transcribed with a Roman media or tenuis (e. g. by a b or p). 
And so strong is the aspiration and force of the tenuis, that several of the transcriptions indicate it 
1 Op. cit., pp. 293 S. 
1 For a careful and thorough discussion of Chinese phonetics, see Bernhard Karlgren: Etudes sur la phonologie 
chinoise, Leyden and Stockholm, 191 J, pp. 223 ff. 
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with a followingc, (e. g. pc, k°, t°, etc., as in the Wade System). For my own transcriptions I have 
used the phonetic system recommended by Chao,1 purely for its greater simplicity and brevity: 
the media is used to represent the lenis, the tenuis transcribes the fortis tenuis aspirata. But that 
the reader may not be confused, the percentages for all sounds in the tables on pages 6 and 7 
indicate the four different ways in current use for transcribing Chinese sounds. 
And so the Chinese figures will be an answer to every criticism made of this portion of the 
theory. If Professor Hermann on page 602 2 does not find it strange that the sounds of most of the 
languages agree roughly in percentages, inasmuch as they go back to the same dialect four thou-
sand years ago, such an argument, as strained as it seems to me, drops when one considers Chinese. 
If Professor Hermann on page 603, in concluding his criticism, expresses his surprise, after all, 
that the tenues should be generally more frequent than their corresponding mediae, and wonders 
at the reason, let him look at these figures and remember that on page 599 he did, after all, con-
cede that the theoretical side of the argument appeared incontestable. 
In the light of the Principle of Relative Frequency, the faint lenes mediae should be decidedly 
more frequent than their corresponding fortes mediae aspiratae, and they are: 
d/t b/p g/k cj/c( i j /tf tz/ts 
lenis media 6.18% 2-37 % 2.58 % 2.69 % 2.44% 2.63 % 
fortis tenuis aspi-
rata 2.56 •56 1.02 1.04 1.23 1.40 
May it be observed that likewise in Chinese the dentals (cerebrals) are decidedly more fre-
quent than the labials or gutturals.3 In the event that one be interested in the number of occur-
rences of all sounds, he will find in the tables, on pages 6 and 7, the actual number of occurrences 
together with the individual percentages according to the various systems of transcription. 
The column with an X at the top is Chao's recommended phonetic system which is used in the 
transcriptions given in full in Appendix B. 
The figures are based on a transcription of twenty selections of colloquial Chinese, each 
selection one thousand syllables or ideographs long. The transcription reads from left to right; 
each square contains a Chinese ideograph representing a syllable. In the upper left hand corner 
of each square is the number of that syllable in the selection of a thousand syllables; the number 
at the lower right is the tone of the word (*, 1, 2, 3, 4); and underneath is the phonetic tran-
scription for each syllable. The tones and transcriptions are according to Dr. Yuen Ren Chao's 
A Phonetic Dictionary of the Chinese National Language, Shanghai (1926), the Commercial 
Press. Though Chao gives all the transcriptions for each word, my transcriptions in the appen-
dix use only the "Broader System of International Phonetic Symbols" based upon "L'6criture 
phonetique internationale expose populaire," published by the International Phonetic Associa-
tion. 
1 See infra. 
s Op. cit. 
J See Fu Lu: Etude Experimentale sur les tons du Chinois, Paris and Peking, 1925, p. 105, for a transcription, 
according to a different system, of 255 Peking words. The frequency of the consonants in Lu's transcription indi-
cates the same relationship as my own and can be considered a control. 
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In the 20,000 syllables, there are 20,000 vowels, and 17,338 consonants. The number of 
tones are as follows: 
First tone 3484 
Second " 3028 
Third " 3783 
Fourth " 6209 
Entering " (*) 3496 
20,000 
The names of the twenty different writings from each of which a selection of one thousand con-
nected syllables was taken are given in Chinese on the last plate (7B) of Appendix D. 
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Count % 
887 2-37 
2 1 0 •56 
815 2 . 1 8 
395 1.06 
0 .00 
2306 6 . 1 8 
958 2 . 5 6 
371 •99 
1 0 9 6 2.93 
9 6 5 2 . 5 8 
3 8 2 1.02 
2 2 0 •59 
7 8 1 2 .09 
1005 2 . 6 9 
389 1.04 
1 1 7 •31 
423 1 1 3 
9 1 2 2 . 4 4 
458 1.23 
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Λ 3» w e r e r 
Count % 
983 2 . 6 3 
522 1 . 4 0 
877 2-35 
X302 3-49 
3 2 1 .86 
2 7 1 7 7 . 2 8 
1381 3 - 7 ° 
363 •97 
794 2 . 1 3 
1 x 9 9 3 . 2 1 
2 7 9 •75 
2 6 4 •71 
673 1.80 
» 5 •31 
5 8 0 1-55 
341 . 9 1 
6 i S 1.6s 
879 2·35 
4 9 2 1 - 3 2 
4 2 0 i . 3 i 
1 0 6 . 2 8 
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1 (Wade tz, ss « »«> 
2 & Wade « « E Ä S t g i p , " « K , " 5 = , ( ä ) e , r k » tEHSjg 
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i £ Ä Β Β % 
X 
m » Wade 
Count % 
— Y i « ία ia ya, -ia 260 .70 X5f Bai uai uai wai, -nai 78 .21 
— Ε io io (yüeh, -üeh) 174 •47 X \ . Bei uei uei wei, -ui 
S23 1.40 
—it ie fe yeh, -ien 
300 .80 X « Ban uan uan wan, -uan 326 •87 
— Ψ iar iai iai yai , (ieh) 79 .21 X h uan nan uen wen, -un 169 •45 
— U iuou iuo iao yao, -iao 
694 1.86 X * Β«5 uag uaq wang, -uang 95 •25 




— *ϊ ; ε η ien icn yen, -ien 
86s 2.32 u a yÄ yo üo -üeh 0 .00 
— 1, in in in yin, -in 442 1.18 U-it yfe ye tie yüeh,-üeh 49 •13 
— * i« i ) iurj iaq 
yang, 
-iang 
406 1.09 u * s yen yen ilen yüan, -iian 93 •25 
- Λ iil iq 
ymg, 
-mg 
491 1-32 U>i yn y n tin yün, -ün 45 .12 
X Y S « ud ua wa, -ua 62 •17 LI £· iorj iot) ioq yung, -iung 114 •30 
χ Κ Bo uo uo wo, -uo, (o)* S83 1.56 
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PART II 
Relative Frequency, Abbreviation, and 
Semantic Change 
THE present study deals with the problem of semantic change and is intended to show the rela-
tionship between semantic change and abbreviation. Much has been written on the subject of 
semasiology by linguists, psychologists, and philosophers, yet, as far as I know, little or nothing 
has been done from the angle of abbreviation. And believing that abbreviation is the very crux 
of the matter, I prefer to disregard, for the present, all previous investigations of the subject and 
to build up my present theory by a consideration of the obvious examples of semantic change 
such as they occur in the everyday language of an individual — of any individual, be he old or 
young, wise or foolish, sick or well, mad or sane. In the ensuing pages much will be said about 
the "meaning" of words and a very great deal about the "emotional quality and intensity" of 
words, domains hitherto and for no good reason considered primarily proper for the philosopher 
and psychologist. But since these properties of words are, to my mind, not divorced from ab-
breviation, as incomprehensible as that may seem to the reader at this time, I shall keep this 
paper within the limits of linguistics, and try to avoid first, an intricate portrait of what is con-
sidered the nature of human mind, and secondly, the eternal question of the relationship of the 
"symbolic" to the "real," hoping, thereby, to escape two knotty problems which invariably 
spell the downfall of semasiologists who begin with a contemplation of mind or reality. 
For frankly, we know nothing about the nature of human mind and very little about reality. 
There are theories to be sure, but these theories conflict so gravely that a frank examination of 
the facts of language will, in my belief, be more apt to throw light on the process of mind than 
theories of mind on the process of language. For the facts of language are the facts of language, 
just as the facts of gravitation are the facts of gravitation. And just as we should smile at a 
physicist who devoted his time to explaining how much more picturesque nature would be if 
gravitation followed the inverse cube instead of the inverse square, so we should smile at the 
person who spends his time trying to persuade us that "correct" language should be of this na-
ture and not of that. Hence, how one should express oneself is of no concern in this paper, but 
rather how one does express oneself. To be sure, the reader will occasionally glimpse behind 
my statements the thoughts of others. The reason I do not interlard the present paper with 
references to the investigations of others is not that I do not willingly concede that the works of 
others have often been either an inspiration or a re-assurance, and that without them this 
theory of abbreviation would have prospered more slowly, but rather that this theory for better 
or for worse should stand on its own feet without resting in any way upon authority. 
Before proceeding further, there is another point to be considered inasmuch as this paper is 
addressed primarily to linguists. The theory of Relative Frequency is a statistical law and, as 
such, falls within the laws of probability. Let us review, briefly, what is meant in part by prob-
ability. When the odds are even, it means that either eventuality covered by the odds may 
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happen; when the odds are ten to one, it means that either eventuality may happen; when the 
odds are a trillion to one, either eventuality still may happen, and it is no disproof of a law, 
based on probability, if that remote chance should take place. The entire Principle of Relative 
Frequency is based on probability. Sound changes are too general and consistent to allow that 
sound laws are anything but basic, dynamic, pervasive laws; but the exceptions are numerically 
too abundant and conflicting that they may all be charged without further evidence to the ac-
count of prehistoric linguistic substrata or prehistoric dialectal divergences. One cannot deny 
the possible influence of linguistic substrata and remote dialectal divergences; but that pure 
chance plays some röle in sound change likewise cannot be disregarded. For, after all, how else 
can one explain the enormous diversity following upon any major sound shift? 
I allude to all this now because some have taken exception to the Principle of Relative Fre-
quency simply because it is statistical. For statistics are hateful to the human mind; they are 
painfully definite for the group without being particularly definite for the individual. Un-
doubtedly, a primary law which knows no fluctuation within itself is pleasanter. If nature had 
consulted man in the matter, we should all have suggested primary laws, from the instinctive 
fear that some day Whirl might otherwise become king, forgetting first of all that even in a 
statistical law it is difficult for Whirl to become complete king, forgetting, likewise, that in many 
personalities Whirl does seem in a way to be king. But nature did not consult us in the matter 
and has seen fit to let the laws of chance govern vast portions of the basic order of the physical 
universe, as well as no small amount of the biological. You may disregard the Principle of Rela-
tive Frequency because you do not consider the statistics significant; you cannot discard it, 
however, on the grounds that a statistical law is not respectable. And so with the critics who 
have resented the mathematical nature of this theory, and whose names I here omit, I can only 
agree that it is perhaps not pleasant to know that all colors go back to three primary colors, 
that all matter is reducible to protons and electrons in motion, yet nature really seems to have 
been so bold as to decide these difficulties without asking for the philologist's exquisite opinion. 
And now to the matter at hand. 
There are four important characteristics which are easily recognizable in words, perhaps not 
all four in every word, but certainly there are words which have at least one and even more, nor 
are the characteristics so unusual that the reader will not recognize them as important. The 
first is meaning, that elusive attribute of a word, so important and yet often so hard to describe. 
Secondly, there is quality, by which I mean that a word may represent something desirable for 
the ego (positive quality) or something undesirable for the ego (negative quality). "Honor" is 
generally positive; " death " generally negative. Thirdly, words have emotional intensity, which 
is nothing more than value: comparatively speaking, the intensity indicates how much we 
should like to obtain the positive or how much we should like to avoid the negative. The fourth 
characteristic I shall call order·, and for the present, let us consider order nothing more than the 
word's part of speech, — adverb, noun, etc. I shall not try to define these four characteristics 
further here, but by examining the processes of semantic change try to make clearer my under-
standing both of their nature and of their importance in semantic change. 
By semantic change I shall mean a change whereby one symbol is temporarily or permanently 
substituted for another. Examples are without number. Calling a "man" a "dog," a "woman" 
a "peach," the "moon" a "candle," may be considered temporary semantic changes, until their 
use in this sense becomes so frequent and general that the original primary meaning of "dog," 
"peach," and "candle " becomes secondary to the new primary meaning of a particular kind or 
aspect of "man," "woman," and "moon." When a given substitution occurs but rarely, we call 
the change a metaphor. However, as the given substitution becomes ever more frequent and gen-
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eral, the originally rare meaning of the word finally becomes a sub-meaning, a co-integral part of 
the word, a connotation. In this fashion, "kid," at one time " a young goat/·' came to have the 
connotation "chi ld" or " b o y . " Why " k i d " was ever substituted for "child" or " b o y " need not 
concern us now; it is simply self-evident that once substituted the permanency of the substituted 
meaning depends largely, if not entirely, upon the frequency of occurrence of the word with the 
substituted meaning. 
This one thing we must remember, since it is important for any study of semantic change, that 
there is no fixed boundary between metaphor or connotation. I t is disputable whether " n u t " is 
merely a metaphor, or whether by now "queer person" is not a connotation of "nut ." Likewise, 
there is no definite law establishing for all time what is the primary meaning or denotation of a 
word and what its secondary' meaning or meanings, the connotations. If we take the word "bug-
house" as an example, it is questionable whether the primary meaning is "insane asylum," or 
"house for the preservation or propagation of bugs." 
In determining the primary meanings of words, one is apt to feel that either the original mean-
ing or the oldest meaning or the aptest meaning is decisive. But that none of these are final is evi-
dent from the fact that often at a given moment the original or oldest meaning is either obso-
lescent, obsolete, or indeed even entirely unknown. Whatever " lord" means today, it certainly 
does not mean as in Old English "guardian of the loaf." And as for aptness of designation, one 
can bring forth examples without limit to illustrate the frequent inaptness of designation. If one 
takes "cocktail," "high-ball," "marshmallow," "bootleg," without examining the special history 
of each word and without knowing what the words refer to, one would simply be at utter loss 
to guess their meaning. Age, derivation, and appropriateness must be all discarded if one seeks 
the absolute in the meaning of a word. Sometimes they explain the primary meaning; sometimes 
not. To my mind, it is highly doubtful that there is an absolute primary meaning over any period 
of time, or within a group of individuals. One gains best insight into meaning by examining 
shifts of meaning, — semantic changes. 
The temporary, semi-permanent, and permanent semantic changes, for so I shall henceforth 
designate the sliding scale from metaphor through connotation to complete and irrevocable sub-
stitution, differ among themselves only in respect to degree of probability. The greater the prob-
ability that any given word when used will have the derived or secondary meaning instead of the 
primary meaning, the greater the degree of permanency of the semantic change. Every vocabu-
lary at any time reflects these various stages of semantic development in its words so clearly that 
the semasiologist may rightly say that meaning is shifting and determinable in respect to prim-
arity only by the relative frequency of usage. And this frequency of use likewise explains our feel-
ings about the importance of the original meanings or the fitting meanings of words. For often 
these meanings remain primary. Y e t that original meanings or apt meanings so often continue to 
remain primary meanings is simply because of a favoring probability. And it is this favoring 
probability as we shall see that prevents every temporary semantic change from automatically 
becoming permanent, thereby replacing the older meanings. 
" H a m " means to us a kind of meat, to a theatrical circle a "poor actor"; " l a m b " means to us 
a kind of animal, to the racketeer a "guillible person." And so we might proceed with many words 
whose primary meanings, or the permanency of whose semantic changes, varies between different 
social, occupational, regional, cultural circles. A permanent semantic change in one circle may be 
only temporary or unheard of in another. Hence, permanency is really a relative affair, primarily 
relative to a given circle in which it enjoys a preponderant relative frequency of usage. A person 
is a member of many circles, — his family, his office, his club, the circle covered by his journals, his 
church, — and this free interlocking is the conservative influence in language. For within a given 
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circle a certain meaning, arrived at by semantic change, may, because of the rights of relative 
frequency, be undisputed king, and yet in other circles be unheard of. Indeed, a word may have a 
different, decided primary meaning in every different circle and yet, when one measures the rela-
tive frequency of occurrence of meanings in the large group which includes all the other circles, 
find that all these local primary meanings are insignificant. Anything that tends to hinder the 
free interlocking of these social and occupational circles, whether the impediment be caused by 
nature in the form of rivers, oceans, mountains, deserts, and the like, or by man himself through 
custom barriers, hostile feelings, different and separated market centers, travel, differences in 
culture and religion, and the like, will tend to remove the conservative influence of the large group 
and cause the language to drift apart slowly into dialects. Each small circle broken from the whole 
pursues its semantic changes unhindered until its vocabulary as used becomes more and more un-
intelligible to a separated circle. If the changed frequency of the changed vocabulary upsets the 
inner balance of vowels and consonants, as explained in Part One, phonetic changes may add to 
the cleavage. One circle cannot expand at the expense of others, or one circle cannot isolate itself 
from all others without upsetting the stability of meaning, which is based on the relative fre-
quency or relative probability of occurrence. 
The Norman invasion of England or the Middle Ages in Germany exemplify the consequences 
of an expanding circle and of contracting circles. Conservative change in language is found where 
the status remains fairly fixed through time, and is not at all connected with the amount of slang 
in the language. For all languages have slang; if the slang of today does not in toto become the 
good usage of tomorrow, it is not because slang is not older or not more appropriate than good 
usage, for it is often very old and its usage reflects its suitability. Language in good usage has the 
laws of chance to thank for its longevity, and not, contrary to the belief of schoolmasters, any in-
herent venerability or suitability. This is, to my mind, an explanation of the phenomena covered 
by Johannis Schmidt's Wellentheorie, and is the basis of anything important in the current theories 
on linguistic substrata. However a word may receive its meaning, and whether the meaning is 
original or appropriate or not, the permanency of the meaning and of the word itself is ultimately 
a matter of Relative Frequency. The primary meaning simply is the customary or usual mean-
ing. A word may change its meaning over night. Yet only those semantic changes are likely to 
remain which are of service to a decided majority. The meaning of a word is far from stable. But 
let us turn to a consideration of just what a word is. 
A word, whether it be written, spoken, felt, or thought is at root, regardless of the degree of 
attendant consciousness, a mental event. To be sure, sometimes it may be perceptibly accom-
panied by gestures of the vocal cords or other members of the body, or, as in the case of pure 
thinking, it may not. In itself, a word is nothing but an event in time. The meaning is supplied 
by the mind of the speaker and the mind of the auditor, if there be an auditor. The meanings do 
not necessarily need to agree between speaker and auditor, nor is there necessarily a consistency 
of meaning for the speaker or hearer over a period of time. Now " c a t " means "feline animal," 
now it means " woman." If the mental event is in the mind of the speaker, the word is an expres-
sion; if in the mind of the auditor, a perception, regardless of the age, wisdom, experience, train-
ing, health, or sanity of either. The definition of a word as a mental event applies to every living 
organism that has language. " Correct" meaning or "proper" meaning of a word signifies nothing 
more than that the circle or circles in which that meaning enjoys high relative frequency seem to 
you, because you are or are not in them, "proper" and "correct." 
But though a word exists both as a perception and as an expression, I shall henceforth, as far 
as possible, consider it only as an expression, — not because it is more interesting or important as 
an expression, but because a word is always an expression, even in an hallucination, though not 
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always a perception. Furthermore, let us continue our examination for convenience by first ex-
amining only the spoken word. For the spoken word is a mental event which is always accom-
panied by perceptible gestures. By gestures, I do not mean primarily gestures of the hands, legs, 
arms, but rather certain small gestures of the membranes and tissues of the throat, mouth, lips, 
lungs, — phonetic gestures. Yet that is not all. The circulation of the blood, breathing, and other 
basic physiological processes, though not restricted to the spoken word, are also an extremely es-
sential part of a spoken word and I shall call them substrata gestures} 
We have these substrata gestures, which are an essential part of the spoken word and which, as 
far as we can see, are a constant escort of mental events through life, varying to be sure in their 
activity according to the nature of the mental event. But of the mental event we know nothing 
more than it is connected with meaning and that the same meaning is not always linked with the 
same phonetic gestures or the same substrata gestures. Taking the spoken word as standard, that is, 
that part of the spoken word which we shall call phonetic gestures, we find that the meaning may 
vary from metaphor through connotation; likewise, the substrata gestures may vary denoting, 
thereby, an emotion differing both in quality and intensity. The mental event contains some-
thing more than meaning; it contains both quality and intensity in addition; it contains the 
momentary appraisal of the meaning. 
By quality, I mean the nature of the mental event, whether the mental event expressing the 
meaning at a given time is positive or negative. If the mental event seems ultimately to be on the 
one hand a reaching out into environment to grasp in any fashion for some support for the or-
ganism from the environment, the mental event has a positive quality. If, on the other hand, the 
mental event is a shrinking back from environment to escape and to defend the organism from the 
environment, the mental event has a negative quality. That these qualities exist in language is in-
disputable. It is likewise indisputable that they exist as part and parcel of the mental event and 
substrata gestures. Though the quality of a word may differ from speaker to speaker and from 
time to time with the same speaker, yet it is, none the less, exclusively a part of the mental event. 
Quality like meaning is subjective; yet quality is not meaning. The quality of a word is part of 
what we shall call the inner vividness of a word. The remaining part of inner vividness is what we 
loosely call intensity. 
To make inner vividness clearer, let us take the word "cat" for an example, as any given per-
son may use it at any given time. Disregarding the meaning of the word at that time, the quality 
will be either negative or positive. That is, "cat" will to that person at that time be either de-
sirable for the ego, or undesirable, or neutral, or more positive than negative, or more negative 
than positive. In other words, the mental event "cat" may be colored by desire or fear, or by 
neither, or a mixture of the two where one or neither may prevail. In addition to this quality is 
the intensity. If the quality is anxiety, the intensity is the amount of anxiety at that time with 
that person. The more the anxiety, the greater I shall call the intensity. The same holds true of 
desire, or a mixture of anxiety and desire, or of fear, remorse, or hatred. How low the intensity of 
a mental event may be is problematical. But that it may go so high as to derange or destroy the 
1 These basic physiological processes — the functioning of nerves, lungs, liver, heart, and the like — which I 
call substrata gestures, are concomitant with the mental event, and intimately linked with it. If the mental event 
varies suddenly in emotional intensity, the activity of the substrata gestures is apt to vary: sudden wrath or anxiety, 
and a sudden change in heart-beat and rapidity of breathing. Whether the wrath or anxiety causes the change in the 
substrata gestures, or whether the change in the substrata gestures causes the wrath or anxiety, it is hard to say. 
Much has been argued on each side. It is sufficient for the purposes of this paper to assume that the mental proc-
esses and the physiological processes are concomitant, without an attempted inquiry into which comes first in time 
or importance. If the reader finds this procedure arbitrary, let him miss several meals and notice the emotional con-
dition of his mind; and having done so, let him wait until he is beset with worry and anxiety, and notice the con-
dition of his appetite. 
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organism is not unheard of. All this is contained in the inner vividness of the mental event" cat." 
As to the meaning, it may have meant "feline animal," or "woman," or any number of things. 
As meaning may fluctuate, so too may quality and intensity fluctuate. Each one may vary 
among persons, or within the same person from time to time. Even if there is no instrument to 
measure intensity, or record quality, our experience tells us that they are not necessarily constant. 
The word "whiskey" may be uttered with desire in one individual and with aversion in another. 
Within twelve hours the same person may shift from high desire to complete aversion. In fact, if 
it were possible for a person to compile the words he uses and the occasions at which he uses 
them in expressing himself, he would be surprised to see the differences in meaning, quality, and 
intensity of many of the words over a period of time. Yet I believe he would be equally surprised 
to find that these fluctuations in meaning and inner vividness were not absolutely at random, as 
he might expect from a day to day observation. Though it is conceivable that a word has a dif-
ferent meaning every time it occurs, yet it is probable that many words will have but a few mean-
ings and will show among those meanings decided preferences; the meanings will arrange them-
selves as primary, secondary, etc., even though there be competing meanings for the first, second, 
third place. 
So, too, the positive or negative quality of a word, though it may be randomly shifting for 
some words, certainly with other words will show a decided preference for either the positive or 
negative or a certain mixture of the two. Like meaning, quality may not be invariably constant, 
but like meaning, it may have a marked tendency or preference. 
In the like manner, the intensity, although it too may fluctuate greatly for some words, should 
for others show a tendency toward a more marked stability, high or low. To be sure, a man while 
starving might use "bread" with a considerably higher intensity than he would while walking by 
a bakery shop after dinner. Yet though these fluctuations may be great, depending upon the 
varying situations, still you would hardly be willing to say that from day to day the meanings, 
qualities, and intensities of your words vary absolutely at random. So, too, you cannot say that 
they do not vary at all, estimating meanings, qualities, intensities as they are at the beginning and 
at the end of a period of time — a day, a month, a year, a decade, a score of years, a life-time. If 
the inner vividness for many words does not fluctuate at all over a given period, or if it fluctuates 
a great deal over a period of time, this may be symptomatic of a serious mental condition. Yet no 
matter how serious the mental condition of the individual, the events of his mind would consti-
tute language. 
In light of the above, we may say then of inner vividness that for a considerable group of in-
dividuals at one time, or for a single individual over a considerable period of time, words in spite of 
all their fluctuations show a tendency toward a preference of meaning, toward a stability of qual-
ity, whatever the quality may be, and toward a constancy of intensity. To be sure, we have no 
positive way of knowing whether or not this applies to all events of the mind, since we have no 
way of examining mind except through its expressions, and we can only appreciate expressions of 
the mind when they have something approaching a preference for meaning, a stability of quality, 
and a constancy of intensity. But that it is in general true for the mental events of spoken lan-
guage is crystal clear, since all communication depends upon a tacit "acceptation" of primary 
meanings, qualities, and intensities. The "accepted" meanings need only be approximate, like-
wise the qualities and intensities, varying more or less as they do from individual to individual. 
But that there is a general agreement somewhere is evidenced by the very existence of diction-
aries. In other words, the usual meaning is the usual meaning, the usual quality the usual quality, 
the usual intensity the usual intensity. We are again in the field of probability. 
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And even in cases where the spoken language is not what we normally consider communica-
tion, that is, in the case of the language of a person raving with madness or delirium, still this 
language over a period of time reveals to the skillful observer a certain consistency of meaning, 
quality, and intensity — perhaps at utter variance with the "accepted" inner vividness — yet 
none the less, fairly consistent, relative to the patient. 
And even where speech is not accessory to mental expression, that is, in our dreams and phan-
tasies, though the meanings of the symbols are illusive even to the dreamer, and the qualities and 
intensities far from obvious, yet the great specialists in that field have made it clear that some of 
the symbols tend to recur with a consistency of inner vividness, not only frequently consistent to 
the individual, but sometimes consistent over great groups of people. 
As a matter of fact, there must be a rough consistency of inner vividness throughout life, even 
though the mental event is in no way perceptible. At least, every living mortal assumes a day to 
day consistency both in himself and in others. We assume that we shall like and dislike tomorrow 
what we like and dislike today; that we shall think and feel and "reason" tomorrow as we think 
and feel and "reason" today. We expect the same of others; and yet our surprises, disappoint-
ments, and sudden fears show that in this we are often mistaken. It is not only that external con-
ditions alter, but we, likewise, change, change where to all intents and purposes externals are 
identical. Inner vividness is only something approximate, something that varies within a range; 
something constant enough so that life and society can generally function with an amazing degree 
of orderliness, yet something fluctuating enough so that life and society generally function also 
with an amazing amount of conflict and friction. 
What has all this to do with semantic change, the reader may ask. It is the propelling cause 
behind semantic change. We have seen how meaning may shift; this illustrates why meanings do 
shift, why one word is substituted for another at all. When a mental event, from whatever cause, 
deviates decidedly from the normal in quality or intensity, another word may be substituted 
which more nearly approaches the quality and intensity dictated by the exigencies of the moment. 
This is not the whole story of semantic change, but it is by far the most significant part, for the 
similarity in quality and intensity is to my mind far more important in the substitution than 
similarity in meaning. In calling a "woman" a "peach," or a "cat," or a "rose," or a "bitch," 
or a "vampire," or a "mouse," are we in the last analysis doing much more than simply sub-
stituting the quality and perhaps intensity (I say advisedly "perhaps") of "peach," "cat ," 
"rose," "bitch" and so forth? Surely there can be little doubt about the substitution of quality. 
One would rarely refer endearingly to a person as "pest-house." 
How great a role the accepted intensity of the substituted word plays in the substituting is 
problematical. I am of the opinion that it is in many cases negligible. For in many instances of 
substitution, the substituted word has normally only a mild or indifferent intensity, and the in-
tensity of the substitution arises much more from the fact that an unusual epithet has been be-
stowed than that it is an epithet of unusual intensity. I am far from convinced that a word of 
normally high emotional intensity, such as "bitch," is selected for substitution because of its high 
emotional intensity; I believe rather that its present high emotional intensity has arisen from 
former sporadic substitution of unpleasant nature, — a seemingly paradoxical proposition which 
we shall presently develop. 
When asked or desiring to give the clear meaning of an event, we do not normally " substi-
tute"; we "explain." Definition, exposition, synthesis, analysis, or whatever else you are in-
clined to put under the heading of logical explanation, seem to me primarily a question of order or 
sequence of words. In "explanation" it is a matter of using the "accepted" meaning and "ac-
cepted" inner vividness as far as possible. Occasionally in "explanation" there is metaphor and 
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connotation. But are not metaphor and connotation, that is, semantic change, rather used to convey 
vividness than clarity? Is it not true that the more an explanation is in the world of metaphor, 
which is the world of feeling, the less likely it is that the auditor will follow, or, if he follows, the 
less likely that he will lend to the words the meaning with which the speaker intends to endow 
them? For with metaphor, by its very nature, the primary meaning is not to prevail. But with 
explanation, clarity depends upon a fairly strict adherence to "accepted" meaning and "ac-
cepted" inner vividness, and if I may here say so, upon a comprehensible order — coherence. 
This is then really the very problem of semantic change, the relationship between emotional 
intensity and clarity of meaning. Though we cannot define emotional intensity or clarity of 
meaning, we are all conscious of what they are; and I believe the solution to the riddle is to be 
found in what I term "order." Order, as I shall later explain and define it, is the essential difference 
between high intensity and clear meaning. Such a statement is in itself utterly meaningless. I 
mean that clarity tends to collect around "normal" order, and intensity around abnormal or 
"broken" or unusual order. I do not say there is any causal relationship, I simply state what I 
hope to show is a fact. The more primary the meanings, the more fixed the qualities, the more 
normal the order, the lower will be the concomitant intensity. In other words, the usual is not 
emotionally intense, a proposition which is certainly not unheard of. Hence, intensity, like mean-
ing, must somehow, even though only remotely, be connected with relative frequency. Though 
absolutely nothing is known definitely about order other than that it is everywhere extremely im-
portant, let us proceed to examine the facts of order as far as language reveals them. 
Every language has a pattern, so rigid that certain small violations of the pattern may lead in-
stantly to obfuscation or incomprehensibility. And yet the pattern is so loose and supple that an 
individual within his pattern may describe his entire consciousness, regardless of what it be. But 
there is no divine decree behind a linguistic pattern, though the schoolmaster is rare who does not 
believe so. If we compare pattern with pattern, putting one language beside another, we find 
nearly every conceivable order represented in the various patterns — adjectives generally pre-
cede in one, follow in another; verbs precede in one, follow in another; inflectional suffixes are 
added in one, prefixes in another, neither in a third. If one looks at linguistic patterns, one is 
forced to conclude that here, if anywhere, the usual order is the usual order. We say "the black 
horse" instead of "horse black the," because it makes better sense; yet the reason it makes better 
sense is not because of divine decree, but because the order is more usual. 
Again, exactly what normal order is, I, for one, do not know. When one says normal order, 
one means usual order. When one speaks of the normal course of events, one means the usual 
course of events. When the order of certain events becomes so fixed that one does not even think 
of the possibility of changing, we refer to those events in that crystallized order as habit. Again, 
there is obviously no divine decree behind order, although the temptation is always great to as-
sume that our habits, or our arrangement of events in the flow of time, is "proper" and "correct." 
The more often in the past a certain event preceded or succeeded another certain event or events 
at a relatively approximate interval in the flux of time, the more we are inclined to consider those 
events as being in a fixed order and expect they will continue to occur in the future in the like 
arrangement. When A is always followed by B, or Β always preceded by A, we say that A and Β 
relative to each other are in firm sequential order; and judging from our past experience, we postu-
late the same for the future. The less fixed the order in the past, the less positively do we prog-
nosticate the arrangement in the future. Let us express this feeling in different terms: the more 
often that two or more events occur in a certain sequential order in the stream of time, the more 
fixed we consider those events in order. In other words, briefly, the greater the relative frequency 
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of an event in a certain sequence or sequences rather than in no sequence, the more fixed the order 
of the event. 
This is first of all true regardless of causal relationship, whatever causal relationship may 
mean. If great portions of life processes are found in a causal relationship in a sense other than 
that outlined by the theory of Relative Frequency, the above statement of order will still hold 
true, in spite of the fact that "causation" should be found the basic factor of arrangement. 
Secondly, the definition of order does not necessitate the organism's "comprehension" of the 
inner arrangement or of the possible appropriateness of the order. " I planted a seed, a tree grew, 
and here is an apple from the tree." Seed, tree, apple, are in fixed normal sequence, even though 
we cannot explain the connecting steps. The reason we say that planting a seed and after a cer-
tain interval plucking an apple is reasonable and understandable is not that it is in the least un-
derstandable or reasonable according to our present knowledge, but that it is usual. Let a man 
marry his grandmother and it is incomprehensible to us; let a man beget a child and most of us do 
not wonder an instant about the processes involved. And yet, one is as much or as little 
reasonable and understandable as the other. We make a greater stir about the one than the 
other because it is less usual. Not a small amount of human experience may be lined up behind 
the acid statement that the greater the relative frequency the less the ado. And can we not say 
that one of the reasons that a pleasant thing becomes unpleasant to us is because it suddenly be-
comes too frequent or too rare in our life, or in the wrong order? " There is a time for all things." 
And does not the comprehensibility of the event become clouded, and isn't the meaning of the 
event unsettled by sudden shifts in frequency? Just as every event has some kind of quality and 
some "meaning," so, too, every event of mind must have a degree of determinacy of order. 
Every event must be preceded and succeeded by another event, from the first event to the last 
event, whenever that may be. There is then no harm in estimating future probabilities of se-
quence from past occurrences. And yet we also have breaches in normal order. 
Every word has syntactical possibilities and limitations; a word is unthinkable except as 
somehow ordered in the stream of time. Any breach against usual order tends to unsettle the 
stability of both quality and meaning, and to increase the emotional intensity. A breach in order 
does not cause the unsettling, for one may just as reasonably commence with an unexpected 
emotional intensity and find order deranged. One may argue the causal relationship until the end 
of time; broken order is simply emotional intensity; emotional intensity is simply broken order — 
they are concomitant. One is definable only in terms of the other. You may consult all the spe-
cialized works on emotion you will; you may read investigations intended to measure, investiga-
tions intended to analyze, investigations intended to cure. We talk daily about emotions — yet 
what are they? There is no part of the brain reserved for them; what we consider the "causes" of 
them can arise in the lungs, liver, or in the mind itself. They can have a source anywhere. All 
definitions of the emotions seem to gravitate about the proposition that emotion is inalienably 
connected with conflict. Is there any harm in saying that conflict is broken order, a deviation 
from whatever cause, from the normal course of events? Do not your greatest sorrows, greatest 
fears, greatest joys come from an unexpected change in the habitual course of events? Is not the 
intensity of the emotion greater, the greater and more unexpected the deviation? Yet as the un-
expected event recurs more and more, — in fact becomes less unexpected and more usual, in fact 
more and more a matter of course, — does not the intensity correspondingly diminish? Of course 
there are flash-backs, but we expect that in probability. But the greater the relative frequency, 
the less the likelihood of flash-backs. And if to our above factors of meaning, quality, intensity, 
and order, we add likewise gradients of attention, fatigue, volition, as we shall when all of this is 
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brought together in one volume, a certain sense of every-day reality will begin to collect around 
the Principle of Relative Frequency. 
But what is order, you may ask? Order, as used here, is but the sequence of events. In the 
sequence of the events A, B, C, D, E, the greater the determinacy, in the light of probability, 
with which one event and not another appears immediately or at a certain interval instead of less 
immediately or at an uncertain interval, or not at all, before or after another event, the more fixed 
the order of those events. After the degree of probability of a certain sequence becomes so great 
that the likelihood of non-occurrence in that sequence becomes negligible, we begin to speak 
phenomenologically of causation. 
The reader may rebel at this definition, partly because he feels that Whirl may become king, 
and partly because order may with passing time become very determined. As to Whirl, let me 
say that with order so defined Whirl's chances of partial or complete regency in human personali-
ties are, of course, definitely existent, and numerous human beings behind or not behind locked 
doors give pitiful evidence to the veracity of this statement. The objection of constantly greater 
determinacy of certain sequences at the expense of others is just as valid. When, out of all possible 
events arranged according to probability of occurrence, one event instead of any of the others 
occurs, that event fractionally increases, thereby, its probability of re-occurrence by correspond-
ingly diminishing the probability of the others. So it is that with passing years an individual, re-
gardless of his species, becomes more fixed and set in his ways, and a new order or a new intensity 
or a new quality suffices to annihilate him, even though it be only of a slight degree of deviation 
from the normal, so slight that in the individual's youth he would have adjusted himself to it 
comparatively easily. 
And why does not language become so crystallized, for language represents this order par 
excellence? It does. But the great thing that saves language from becoming entirely crystallized 
is abbreviation. For when the sequence A, B, C, D, Ε becomes so fixed that whenever A occurs 
the odds are enormous that B, C, D, Ε will follow, the economy of language abbreviates B, C, D, 
E, using only A. So, too, when the odds are in favor of B, or G, or D, or E, so that when any one 
or more of them occur, it or they will occur in this sequence, that symbol or those symbols may 
stand for the sequence. There is nothing in the nature of meaning that it cannot be contained in 
one symbol rather than in another or others, provided that it once becomes established either by 
abbreviation or semantic change, which are to all intents and purposes the same thing. When for 
the sequence A, B, C, D, Ε one of the symbols therein contained is substituted, we call it abbrevia-
tion, when an outside symbol X is substituted, we call it semantic change. I speak of symbols ad-
visedly; a symbol is something that stands for something else. But I shall show that a symbol is 
also a mental event. The conservative tendency which causes abbreviation is the same tendency 
which maintains the abbreviation and tends to prevent regression to the original sequence which, 
wherever it may exist after it has been abbreviated, contains the meaning attached to the new 
symbol. And so the symbol arising from abbreviation may combine with other symbols arising 
from abbreviation until a fixed sequence arises, and a new abbreviation takes place — abbrevia-
tion upon abbreviation ad infinitum. If we delve into the roots of a symbol, we may hit strata 
after strata of symbols in ever more fixed and crystallized order. When does one finally reach 
reality, do you ask? I likewise ask. The order may become so firm as to be subconscious, instinc-
tive, to be reflexive, to be structural — these are the substrata gestures, of which the permutations 
and combinations in time make up consciousness. Where is reality? Go even into cell structure 
and you are still in the field of symbolism. 
For as we review the development of life, as far as it is known to us, we see that these abbrevia-
tions of sequences arising by chance have led to the greatest variety of species. And as a member 
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of a species begins to develop, if it has an embryonic stage at all, it rehearses, as we all know, the 
entire previous essential history of its species in abbreviated order. There is no essential difference 
between an amoeba distending its wall for a food particle, a dog digging for a bone, a child reach-
ing for a cookie, and an old man crying for bread. They are all reacting to their environment in a 
different pattern with different relative frequencies. As the relative frequency becomes greater, 
the likelihood of definite inheritability becomes greater. You do not need to think your hand is 
less a symbol than your words simply because you can perceive the material substance in the one. 
The essential development, movement, gesture, ordering in your hand are really important; the 
molecules are replaced remarkably often throughout life. Look at your hand in the light of evo-
lution and consider it a slowly developing abbreviation of manifold gestures of defense and ag-
gression therein centered, becoming ever more crystallized in the order of its development and 
functions, all intimately connected, like a word, with the whole ego. Indeed, we might go on in-
definitely with this theory, regarding physical disease as interrupted or broken essential physio-
logical order, regarding mental disease as broken or interrupted instincts or habits, showing that 
our intelligence and reason, of which we are so proud, have been obtained at the expense of the 
stability of instinctive process, a bargain of the past which, as our propensities for drugs and nar-
cotics indicate, is not now always unanimously considered wise. And it is fitting that such a 
theory of life should come from the philologist, even though his expression of it would be some-
what facilitated by using terms of the Gestalt and Freudian systems of psychology, those two 
powerful systems which have so greatly aided our understanding of ourselves. 
The modern theoretical linguist has a position of natural advantage. He finds his evidence all 
sorted and classified for him, evidence going back thousands of years and extending over millions 
of square miles, the record of billions of mortals, studied and orderly arranged by some of the most 
brilliant minds of the last and present centuries. And though he works alone he has at his hand 
the fruits of investigation and speculation of the modern psychologists, physicists, chemists, phi-
losophers to encourage and point the way. Yet the greatest and most unique advantage he has in 
the very nature of his material. He can observe both by looking into himself and at others. The 
problem of change and mutation is the same for him as for the biologist; but the linguist can ob-
serve mutations taking place in his very lifetime without subjecting his object of experiment to a 
strain which, in being great enough to break established order, may be more than sufficient to 
annihilate the object. However, all of this is easy to say. Let us now turn to the proof. For the 
great problem is how we can demonstrate that this theory of abbreviation and the functional rela-
tionship of order and emotion is true. And the great impediment to proof is the question of what 
in all language shall we take as a basic unit for measurement. 
For there has never been agreement as to what the unit of language is. One may argue equally 
plausibly for sounds, syllables, words, phrases, clauses, sentences, and so forth, and each one of 
these units is serviceable, depending upon the nature of the problem. Yet there is no common 
basic unit which unites phonology with morphology, with syntax, with semantic change. We 
have no measuring rods, scales, or watches to shift pints into pounds, or hours into meters. Tak-
ing sounds as a unit, we find evidence to support the contention that the greater the relative fre-
quency, the less the conspicuousness, as defined and illustrated in Part One of this paper. Taking 
syllables as a unit, every philologist is willing to concede that increased frequency of usage is apt 
to wear away the syllable. And elsewhere11 have shown that syllabic accent — that great sup-
port of forrfi — is apt to diminish with increasing frequency. But when we come to words, let 
alone phrases, clauses, and sentences, we are frankly at our wits' ends. What is the common unit 
that will include all these? 
1 Zipf, op. cit., pp. s ff. 
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The common unit is a time triangle. When I say that A is an abbreviation for A Β C D E, a 
sequence which happened to be preceded by event Y and followed by event Ζ, I have really said 
that the abbreviation A is a short cut through time from Y to Z, and have given thereby an ex-




direction of time 
Υ A Ζ is shorter than Υ A Β C D Ε Z. If one substitutes an outside symbol, X (semantic change) 
for the sequence, Υ Χ Ζ is still shorter in time than Υ A Β C D Ε Z. It is shorter because one 
event intervenes instead of five. The sum of Υ A + A Ζ is shorter than Y A B C D E Z . 1 If the 
reader wonders at this, let me assure him that I am not measuring by solar time, even though 
solar time ultimately belongs most decidedly in the picture. I can make the time of this triangle 
clearer to you by a little experiment. 
Let me lock you in an enclosure from which sun and starlight are excluded. I shall take your 
watch, but in return I shall give you everything you ask for, except any object by which you can 
deduce solar time. Is the experiment clear? Now as long as you are entertained there, you will 
find time short; while you are bored, you will find time long. Is that not true? But, according to 
what measure is it long or short? I think you will admit that your feelings about slowness or 
swiftness of passing time have little or nothing to do with a clock, but everything to do with the 
nature and intensity of your emotions at the time. 
Now, that subjective stream of time according to which you say that a given portion of your 
life seemed long or short, seemed to pass especially slowly or rapidly, is the same stream of time in 
which I shall say that the unit of language forms a time triangle. I shall call it psychic time. I 
shall say the unit of language is a mental event which in turn is a time triangle in psychic time. 
" But this psychic time is not absolute like clock time. How can you use it as a measure?" It is 
just exactly as little absolute as clock time; that is precisely the point of the matter. In going 
from Y to Ζ by means of A, it takes less time than from Y to Ζ by means of A Β C D E. And 
since time is merely that by means of which we measure velocity, we may, therefore, say that the 
mental event A, being the interval between Y and Z, is relatively faster than A Β C D E, being 
also the interval between Y and Z. 
Without the abbreviation, the events of your mind run, let us say, —»V W Υ A Β C D Ε Z—>; 
with the abbreviation the events run —»V W Υ A Z—> and the only way you can tell from the 
stream of consciousness that abbreviation has taken place (or semantic change, if one uses X 
instead of A) is that there is a sudden acceleration between Y and Z. If Y and Ζ in turn are like-
wise abbreviations or substitutions and thereby enjoy acceleration, there is then no way of telling 
1 Cf. A. S. Eddington: The Nature of the Physical World, New York, Macmillan (1930), pp. 111 ff., for a 
clear and popular description of the time triangle in physics. This book, together with A. N. Whitehead's Sym-
bolism, Its Meaning and Effect, New York, Macmillan (1927), and Kurt Koffka's The Growth of the Mind, New York, 
Harcourt Brace (1928), together with many happy discussions of Freudian principles with Professor H. A. Shaw at 
Harvard, have been helpful to me in revamping and expressing the Principle of Relative Frequency, though it has 
often been impossible to reconcile some of the more speculative theories of the Gestalt with the facts of language. 
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that A is an abbreviation except from the fact that it does not slow down. I need not point out 
that V W Υ A Ζ are loosely ordered mental events, and should they through relative frequency of 
occurrence become sufficiently crystallized to justify abbreviation, and should some other event 
than A be used for the abbreviation, and should A likewise disappear from other sequences by the 
same process, A may utterly disappear from consciousness, and simply be carried on in essence by 
the abbreviating symbols. This is the structure of language to my mind. And "meaning" is 
really what lies behind, or if you will, below the symbols. But before we proceed to quality and 
intensity of mental events, let us sum up what we have said on the basis of our assumptions: the 
greater the relative determinacy of order, the less the relative speed, and vice versa. Though this is an 
astonishing statement, I shall, none the less, prove that it is true, as an analysis of language will 
show. 
Now, it follows from what we have said before that the greater the relative acceleration, the 
greater the proportionate emotion, for emotion is but a lack of determinacy of order. V W Υ A Ζ 
are less determined in order than V W Y A B C D E Z , even though A Β C D Ε are the only 
events in determined sequence. I t seems almost as if the persons who coined " abbreviation" and 
"emotion" were somehow conscious of the Principle of Relative Frequency. What happens to 
A Β C D Ε while abbreviated, I do not know (nor do you). But that they are not annihilated for-
ever is evidenced by their chance occurrence again in that sequence in the stream of conscious-
ness. Surely such an exposition explains the significance of order, intensity, and meaning, but it 
leaves quality out of the picture. And yet quality is most important, for it furnishes the motive. 
One may proceed from A to Β for one of several reasons. I t may be an escape from A because 
A is unpleasant (in which case A has a negative quality); or one may proceed from A to Β because 
Β is more pleasant (in which case Β is more positive or is just as positive with a greater degree of 
intensity). We may speak of negative as fear and positive as desire. And these two well recognized 
qualities, as roughly as they are here stated, are really the propelling motives behind the sequence 
of events. With a proper understanding of quality, we can ultimately gain great light on this 
theory from previous studies of the neurosis, and, if this theory of emotion be correct, throw a 
great deal of light on the study of the neurosis. The reader may not understand the important 
röle of quality in life. He may say that he can understand why an individual should want to put a 
negative event behind him, or flee from a low positive intensity to a higher positive intensity, but 
why should he wish to leave a very high positive intensity for something else? 
In simple words, you have said " I can see why a person wants to escape an unpleasant event, 
or leave a pleasant event for a more pleasant event, but I cannot see why he should want to leave 
a very pleasant event for one which is less pleasant." In short, why don't we always do just what 
we like most to do? A very frequent question in this world! Let us try to answer it according to 
Relative Frequency. Let us assume that the event has a high positive intensity, + A. Now let us 
assume that there are, likewise, + Β and + C, different, but approximate in intensity. Let us 
now restrict our activity to them: + A + B + C + C + B + A + B + C + B, etc. Being 
limited to three events, they can have only a limited number of permutations. No matter how 
hard you try, with passing time they will develop sequences, and with the high relative frequency 
of the sequences, order will become more crystallized. With increased crystallization or de-
terminacy of order, emotional intensity begins to decrease. And after the intensity diminishes 
far enough it will be less than the emotional intensity of events other than A, B, C, and to these 
other events you then proceed. For as you conceded a moment ago, you can easily understand 
passing from pleasant event or events to more pleasant events. 
If you would like to experiment in the matter, pick out the most delicious article of diet, or the 
most exquisite piece of music, or the most refreshing form of exercise, mental or physical, and con-
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fine yourself to it day on end, week on end. You will become tired of it? I agree. Fatigue is a 
function of relative frequency and serves to keep you from increasing the relative frequency too 
fast, as I hope to explain when I have more available space. But in spite of the fact that you are 
becoming tired of your favorite dish of lobster that you have eaten daily for ten days, continue 
eating lobster for another ten days. And now how do you feel about lobster? So you are sick of it 
and don't want another! After a further ten days of forceful feeding of lobster you would most 
definitely not want any more at all. The erstwhile high positive intensity has become a high 
negative intensity. This is surely an every-day phenomenon, familiar to all. Over-indulgence 
brings satiety. And yet, to my mind, it is nothing but too rapid acceleration of the relative fre-
quency. The attendant derangement of the substrata gestures which may be broadly termed sick-
ness, whether it be an upset stomach or cancer of the skin, is in my opinion in the last analysis due 
to nothing more than a breach in crystallized order, from whatever source or trauma that you 
wish. In increasing the relative frequency of lobster you have broken the strict order of the every-
day; it is both the increased frequency of the one and the broken order of the other that leads to 
the resultant trouble. Certainly the fault is not with the lobster; for customary activities are 
appallingly different among individuals and everywhere we notice that what is food for one may 
be poison for another. It is regrettable to me that right at this point where the physiological, men-
tal, and evolutionary aspects of the Principle of Relative Frequency are becoming so pertinent we 
must return to linguistic considerations. But before returning to linguistic considerations, let me 
say here for the sake of any mathematician who may plan to formulate the ensuing data more ex-
actly, the ability of the highly intense positive to become the highly intense negative, in my 
opinion, introduces the devil into the formula in the form of V— i . And now to linguistics. 
Highly emotional mental events are rare. If they are of negative quality, they tend to be rare 
because of a natural desire to avoid them. If they are positive, they tend to occur rarely because 
of their tendency to shrink in emotional intensity when their frequency increases. And they by 
the same token tend to be manifold in variety. For nothing can intervene between mental events 
except mental events; and these intervening mental events will be positive or negative or neutral, 
and subject to the same general laws of abbreviation. This tendency of mental events to be rare 
and manifold in variety I shall call the life tendency. In simple terms it is the tendency to increase 
experience by a hazardous seeking for the new. But, opposing the life tendency, which increases 
variety, is abbreviation which reduces number when frequency increases. I shall call this tend-
ency to decrease number and variety by abbreviation when relative frequency increases, the 
death tendency, being willing to agree if the reader insists that this is roughly identical with Freud's 
death instinct, though I have no space to argue the point. Life tendency and death tendency are 
constantly counterbalancing each other, — emotional intensity on the one hand versus the sta-
bility of meaning and order on the other. As I look at life, I think one can say that the one tend-
ency takes us from our mothers' womb and with passing time hands us over more and more to 
the other tendency which gives us surcease in the grave. In many ways we seem to be like the 
physical universe, which we are told expands only to contract. But be that as it may. If it be 
true that there is this balance in mind between the rare occurrence of many dissimilar events and 
the frequent occurrence of a small number of events, this balance is the basic law of life as well as 
mind. Let us translate the law into terms of language. 
Let us take the word "automobile," and remember that we shall use as our measure the time 
triangle. Shall we call the sounds the events? If you like; there are eight of them and the se-
quence i s A B C D E F G H . These sounds occur in other sequences, but their order in this se-
quence, as in other sequences, is very fixed, and the emotional intensity of any one is practically 
nil. Sounds are meaningless if not fixed in sequences. And each sound represents particular ges-
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tures of various organs of the mouth, plus the substrata gestures. The phonetic gestures are crys-
tallized in arrangement and sequence in time. As a sound increases in relative frequency, these 
gestures are abbreviated more and more, losing, thereby, what I call conspicuousness. Shall we 
take syllables as the events? There are four syllables in "automobile" and the sequence may be re-
ferred to as L Μ Ν Ο which is really an abbreviation o f A B C D E F G H which are substrata 
when the measurement is of syllables. L, Μ, N, and Ο each occur elsewhere presumably. Though 
fairly crystallized, accent tends in the long run to hover about the relatively rare as I have shown 
elsewhere.1 Let us assume that the sequence L Μ Ν 0, for one reason or another, becomes rela-
tively more frequent. Any one, two, or three of the mental events may be abbreviated, those 
going first which are less essential, that is, which occur in more other sequences. So we may take 
"auto," or "bi l" (as in Icelandic) for example. If "au," or "aut," or "to," or " m o " do not occur 
as abbreviations, it may be because they are already abbreviations or symbols of something else 
and would lead to confusion, or it may be simply chance. Can we shorten "auto" further? Yes, 
by semantic change, we can substitute "car." This tendency toward abbreviation and substitu-
tion is evidenced by the tendency of short words to be frequent and long words rare.2 
But now let us take the word "automobile" as a single symbol, X, and consider, as substrata, 
syllables as well as sounds. Very good, but then we must have a stream of words in which the 
symbol X occurs among its fellows so that we may estimate its frequency. If all we have said 
about Relative Frequency, abbreviation, and semantic change be true, then in examining a suffi-
cient number of words in the stream of language, we should expect to find many different words 
occurring relatively rarely, and only a few occurring relatively frequently. That would be the 
proof of the pudding; and it happens to be true, regardless of how inflected or uninflected the 
language may be. 
I have investigated the words of 20,000 syllables of modern colloquial Chinese of Peking (the 
same selections of which the sounds were examined in Part One). The actual words with their 
frequency of occurrence are to be found in Appendix C. I have investigated the frequency of oc-
currence of all words in Plautus' Aulularia, Mostellaria, Trinummus, and Pseudolusand the 
words together with the number of their occurrences may be found in Appendix A. In addition, 
I have taken R. C. Eldridge's analysis4 of the frequency of occurrence in American newspapers of 
selections totalling 43,990 words (exclusive of numerals and proper names). I have not used F. W. 
Kaeding's6 elaborate investigations of the German language because unfortunately his results 
are not in a form serviceable to statistics. But Kaeding agrees (page 54 ff.) with my own results 
and those of Eldridge, that many words occur rarely, and only a few frequently. Below are tabu-
lated the number of words and the times of their occurrence, in Chinese, English, and Latin — 
that is, in a negligibly inflected, in a slightly inflected, and in a fairly highly inflected language, so 
selected for their importance for future work. Under each language the left-hand column gives 
the number of times the word occurs, the right-hand column gives the number of words, each one 
of which occurs that many times. In parentheses after the number of words in Chinese and Latin 
are given the number of syllables. For Chinese the actual number of words in each frequency 
which have one, two, three, etc., syllables is given with a small number at the upper right to desig-
1 See supra, p. 1. 
2 See infra, p. 23. 
8 According to the Oxford edition. The elision of est with a preceding word is indicated by italics (e. g. inopiasi); 
the elision of es is indicated by apostrophe (e. g. pessumu's). Differences in vowel quantity were not recorded, nor 
would their consideration seriously alter the statistics, as the reader will see for himself by examining the list of 
words in the Appendix. 
4 R. C. Eldridge: Six Thousand Common English Words, copyright 1911, privately printed at Niagara Falls, 
New York. 
5 F. W. Kaeding: Häufigkeitswörterbuch der deutschen Sprache, Steglitz, bei Berlin, 1898. 
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Words Number of Words with their Syllables 
ENGLISH 
Number of Number of 
Occurrences Words 
LATIN OP PLAUTUS 
Number of Number of J ^ S P i 
Occurrences Words " ^ j » * 
X 2046 (3I51 I57I1 I443 144 Is I* I 2976 I 5429 (323) 
2 494 ( n o 1 358« 233 34) 2 1079 2 1198 (292) 
3 216 ( 591 I 4 7 ! 9S I4) 3 516 3 492 (2-77) 
4 100 ( 241 732 3S) 4 294 4 299 (2.05) 
S 99 ( 39L 58S 2») S 212 S 161 (2.60) 
6 66 ( 241 412 1») 6 ISI 6 126 (2-S3) 
7 41 ( 16» 252) 7 I°5 7 87 (2-39) 
8 25 ( I * 142 I') 8 84 8 69 (2.44) 
9 3 ° ( I31 IS2 I» I1) 9 86 9 54 (2-35) 
10 20 ( I3L 72) 10 45 10 43 (2.32) 
II 25 ( Η 1 IIs) II 40 II 44 (2.29) 
12 22 ( I51 7S) 12 37 12 36 (2.30) 
13 10 ( 6I 42) 13 25 13 33 (2.30) 
14 14 ( 71 72) 14 28 14 31 (2.09) 
IS 13 ( 5L 8s) 15 26 IS 13 (2.07) 
16 10 ( 41 52 14) 16 17 16 25 (2.40) 
17 10 ( 6I 4S) 17 18 17 21 (2.09) 
18 6 ( 21 42) 18 10 18 21 (2.04) 
19 5 ( 41 IS) 19 IS 19 II (2.18) 
20 5 ( 5S) 20 16 20 15 
21 4 ( 31 I2) 21 13 21 10 
22 2 ( 2I) 22 II 22 8 
23 5 ( 41 I3) 23 6 23 8 
(2.08) 
26 3 ( 2> IS) 24 8 24 9, 
28 4 ( 31 I2) 25 6 25 II 
29 4 ( I1 32) 26 10 26 7 
30 6 ( 4L 22) 27 9 27 9 / Λ 
32 6 ( 41 22) 28 6 28 12 
(2-00} 
33 2 ( IL I2) 29 5 29 4 
34 I 30 4 30 4 . 
35 I 31 6 31 8 
36 I 32 4 32 3 
37 I ( IS) 33 6 33 4 
38 I ( i2) 34 2 34 6 (2.05) 
41 4 35 5 35 3 
43 2 ( 2») 36 3 36 S 
44 2 ( i l I2) 37 2 37 7 , 
45 3 ( I1 22) 39 2 38 2 
46 I 40 4 39 4 
47 2 41 I 40 3 
50 I ( I2) 42 7 41 3 
52 I 43 I 43 4 
55 44 4 44 I 
57 I 45 I 45 I 
58 I 46 2 46 I 
60 I 47 S 47 3 
66 ( I1 I2) 48 I 48 I (Ι·7°) 
68 I 49 3 49 I 
72 I SO 3 5O 2 
73 I SI I SI 2 
75 I 52 3 S3 4 
78 I 54 I 54 I 
81 I 55 I 55 I 
83 I 56 I 56 2 
ΙΟΙ 2 58 2 58 I 
102-905 12 ( 121) 60 I 61 3 , 
13248 3332 error .8 % 61-4290 71 62-514 71 (ι.4θ) 
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nate the number of syllables, thus permitting us to see the tendency of long words to occur rarely, 
which we should expect from the Principle of Relative Frequency and Abbreviation. Where the 
number of syllables is not marked, the words are monosyllables. In Latin the parentheses em-
brace the average number of syllables of all the words having the given occurrence. 
The astonishing thing about this marked tendency is not that it is new — for it is well-known 
among linguists and as self-evident as gravitation. The astonishing thing is that it should occur 
to anyone to build up a law of language and mind upon it. But even more astonishing it is that, 
like gravitation, there is not only a pull toward abbreviation, but the pull toward abbreviation 
varies in an orderly fashion as the frequency increases. That is, regardless of whether the lan-
guage is highly inflected or not (and this is very important to show the functional interrelation-
ship of morphology and syntax), the number of words decreases with a marked similarity upon 
increase of usage. But the overwhelming disclosure is this, that the formula for abbreviation is 
ab2 = k, a formula exactly identical to that of gravitation. 
For we can plot these figures on double logarithmic charts, marking off on the horizontal axis 
the actual number of words which occur at a given frequency, and marking off on the vertical axis 
the frequency with which the words occur. The charts for the words in Plautus and English are 
given opposite on page 25. The upper chart on page 26 is for Chinese words. The lower chart 
on page 26, for Chinese syllables, should be disregarded. The reasons for its inclusion are given 
below. The diagonal line represents the formula ab2 = k, and the reader can judge for himself if 
this does not pass through the indicated points with reasonable closeness. 
The deviations from the line ab2 are in all three cases remarkably slight. If it deviates in Eng-
lish at the very low frequencies, that is because Eldridge omitted proper names and numerals 
which are as much words as any of the others. But the slight deviation is due to two other causes: 
(1) the natural probability of error; (2) the fact that they are based on written language and not 
spoken or thought, and hence the authors of the selections, in making any erasure for re-writing, 
have artificially distorted what was the normal course of events. 
You may ask, "why did you not also plot the words with high frequencies which, accord-
ing to the lists on page 23, would make the diagonal line suddenly jump, and not follow the 
straight line of the formula ab2 = k in the way you indicate by the dotted line on all three 
charts? For Plautus, for example, you did not include words which occurred more often than 
fifty times. And so too, correspondingly, for English and Chinese." 
You will find that the line would jump at exactly that point where, according to the formula, 
fractional words are called for. I shall call this the scattering point and it is where the problems of 
syntax, morphology, and semantic change meet. For when we say that the square of the frequency of 
occurrence times the number of words possessing that frequency remains constant, we must perforce 
have, with high frequencies, fractional words which do not exist. This demand of the formula for 
fractional words is represented by the sudden spurt of frequency with ever greater intervals in 
between. 
The chart for Chinese syllables I include here simply because the present publication seemed 
ideal for the inclusion (in Appendix D) of the frequency lists of Chinese syllables and tones, of 
which I shall make future use in attempting to show that the degree of inflection of a language is 
possible of rough computation. 
It is with true regret that my space now necessitates conclusion, without my even broaching 
the question of language as a perception. If one chooses to regard what I call a sequence as a 
Gestalt, or to compare my definition of emotion with that of the Freudian school, well and good. 
That I have not done so myself is partly because I wished the Principle of Relative Frequency to 
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stand on its own feet, and partly because some of the theories of the Gestalt, as I understand them, 
definitely do not agree with the phenomena of language as I observe them. 
And as we have argued of words, so we may argue of phrases, clauses, sentences, regarding in 
turn the phrase, the clause, the sentence, as the symbol, and considering the words as substrata, 
even though in doing this, order and abbreviation play a less perceptible röle. The word seems 
roughly to be that unit of consciousness in which the degree of determinacy of order and the in-
tensity of emotion are within such a range as to be both perceptible. And where does the Prin-
ciple of Relative Frequency stop? It stops where neither order nor value are existent. In other 
words it is all pervasive in life. I believe that from the single cell to the most highly organized 
society of individuals the law prevails that Frequency times Conspicuousness is Constant. 
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
OF WORDS 
I n Plautus ' AuhUaria, Mostellaria, Pseudolus, and Trinummus 
quid 514 iam 191 quin 94 uolo 74 male 56 nos 44 
ego 506 hoc 188 sum 94 di 72 meum 56 dum 43 
me 482 quam 170 nisi 93 bene 70 intro SS ea 43 
est 473 sed 170 edepol 92 aedis 68 ille 54 facere 43 
ut 44S esse 169 quidem 91 homo 67 ab 53 sine 43 
te 408 nam 169 a 88 quo 66 ei S3 aurum 41 
et 373 id 159 cum 88 uis 66 eo 53 pro 41 
si 349 neque I4S es 86 an 64 mea 53 uos 41 
in 338 ita 140 aut 84 hominem 64 se 51 credo 40 
non 308 hercle 134 hodie 84 quia 64 uerum 51 huic 40 
mihi 305 ne 129 ex 83 haud (hau) 63 hanc 5° magis 40 
tu 300 ubi 123 etiam 81 argentum 62 nec 50 dare 39 
tibi 296 mi 122 hinc 79 istuc 62 i 49 igitur 39 
qui 295 modo 1 1 4 hue 78 res 62 meo 48 malum 39 
atque 27S quae " 3 sit 78 at 61 faciam 47 nomen 39 
nunc 25° rem ϊθ8 de 77 quis 61 immo 47 dicam 38 
quod 245 quom 102 iUi 77 scio 61 pater 47 numquam 38 
hie 312 haec Ι Ο Ι hunc 76 sis 58 nihil 46 
ad 199 sunt 98 is 75 ilium 56 pol 45 
abi earn 
7 Words Occur 37 Times 
ergo meam quem sibi 
6 Words Occur 36 Times 
heus meus potest quasi 
3 Words Occur 35 Times 
fuit operam 
aedibus domum 
6 Words Occur 34 Times 
illic lubet opsecro quoi 
4 Words Occur 33 Times 
enim era tuom 
apud 
3 Words Occur 32 Times 
omnia tarn 
ipsus quaeso senex 
8 Words Occur 31 Times 
sic simul tuam tuo uideo 
domi 
4 Words Occur 30 Times 
hac per potius 
ent 
4 Words Occur 29 Times 
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quicquam uel umquam 
argenti dico homines 
7 Words Occur 26 Times 



















9 Words Occur 24 Times 
qur tarnen 
ante cedo 
8 Words Occur 23 Times 
fui istaec licet nil uenit 
fieri is tic 
8 Words Occur 22 Times 










































































































13 Words Occur 16 Times 
aedes lepide med num patrem satin 
facio loqui nempe oportet quidquid uerba 
item 
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31 Words Occur 14 Times 
foro malo plus 
forum mane quantum 
his manus sat 
idem meis sciam 


















33 Words Occur 13 Times 
eugae ilia minis oculis 
facinus istis minus rebus 
facta istoc multa salutem 
fiat loquere nobis Stasime 
fide manum nusquam uides 
filius 





































44 Words Occur 11 Times 
aduorsum capite Harpax minae praedicas seruom 
aetate certe hicquidem modis puere solet 
ago cupio illis multum quadraginta tandem 
alium dem ingenio mutuom reddam ueniat 
ament dixit istas neu rogitas uera 
amor esset loquor ostium rogo uerbum 
Ballio fateor mala postea sein uidi 
bonum fit 
43 Words Occur 10 Times 
amico decet habent meas probus sororem 
ausculta emit habere miles Pseudolus sumus 
bono epistulas habitat misero quidum tene 
censeo Euclio hisce miserum quoniam tuae 
coquom face istam nostrum saluos uiam 
coquos forte iube omnem sane uidetur 
da frugi lenoni palam soror ultro 
datur 























































I Words Occur 8 Times 
accipe aulam eos magna 
admodum cape facile magnum 
adulescentem censes feceris malus 
aedium cito fecisti mei 
agas consilia gaudeo mi rum 
agat conuenit gnatus negotium 
ain credam hos nequam 
alia debet huius occidi 
aliquem ducere ibidem omni 
amicis ecquis iste oppido 
attinet eheu it OS 
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87 Words Occur 7 Times 
date factis mater 
deaeque fecisse maxumam 
deos ferre misere 
dici filiae misit 
dicito foris more 
dictis frater nequiquam 
e genere nulla 
ecastor illius nummo 
eloquere intellego nuptias 
epistula Iouis nuptiis 
erga ius omne 
eri lege optume 
eris Lesbonicum partem 
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299 Words Occur 4 Times 
abeam clam facto magno 
maiorem abeat clanculum factum^ 
abin cogito factus malae 
addecet commodum famam maxumum 
aderit conduxit feram Megadorus 
adhuc consili ferat melius 
adueni consilio ferunt memini 
adueniens corruptum filia menses 
aduenientem credidi filiai meque 
meridie adulescente credis frustra 
aetas culpa furcifer metuont 
agedum cures fures meumsi 
agite currere gloriam minoris 
agitis damno gnatae miseret 
aiebat danunt gnati miseris 
alias dapsilis gnatum mittam 
alicunde dato gradum mitte 
aliquantum datum habeam mittere 
aliquid daturum habui mitti 
aliquo deceat hae mones 
alter dedero heia moram 
alteri Delphium heri mortalem 
alterum demum heu mortalis 
amant denuo hosce mortuori 
amator deum illae muliere 
ambo dicat illaec munus 
ambula dictum indicium nemini 
amo diues inimicum nomine 
animi divitias iniuriam noscere 
aperit dolos insidias nostro 
apstulisse domino interii nouisti 
argumenta dormitum inuitus nouo 
astant duas ipsa 
istanc 
noxiam 
astat duce nullo 
attulit ducit istinc oblitus 
audes eadem itaque occepi 
audis ecfodiam iubes occlude 
aula egon laborem oculi 
auro emisse leges oh 
bis erilem legibus onustam 
bonae erili lenone oppidum 
bonam esses Lesbonico oras 
bonis Euclionis liber orat 
caelum euenit liberauit ornamentis 
cantharum experiar liceat ornata 
capere exsequi licebit ornatus 
caueas extra litteris ostende 
Charmidem facilius longe pactum 
circumducere facinora ludo par 





































































































492 Words Occur 3 Times 
abduxit aio argentario carnufex conloqui danista 
abest alibi argenteam centum conspicio darem 
abii aliquam arraboni certa consulere data 
abite aliter attat cetera contempla debentur 
accedam allatum attuli ceteris copiaji decern 
Accheruntem altera audiui ceterum coquere 
cordi 
deinde 
accipiam amabit aufer cibum deliciae 
adesse amabunt auribus circumspice cornicem demissis 
adfinis amatorem ausim cluet credat dentes 
aduecti amicae auxilio coepit crederet detur 
aduenienti amice Ballionem colas credideris dices 
aduentu amittat beluam comissatum crepuit dicit 
aduorsa angiportum benefkium comoediis crux dicto 
aduortite antehac beneuolentem compellabo cupit dignu's 
aedificare antidhac bibam concedam curare dique 
agito antiquom bibere concessero eurem dis 
agnum anus Calidore condimentis euro diuinis 
agro apstrudam Callicli condiunt curram diuites 
ah apstulerit canem conductus cursuram dixeram 
aha apstuli capio congrediar custodes dixisti 
aiebant aram capitis conloquar damni dixti 
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iura memorem nominat 
iusseram mendacia noua 
iuuentute mensa nouistin 
iuues meopte nouit 
iuxta mercatus nudius 
labore mercedem nugari 
labra mercedis nugator 
labris mercimoni nuflust 
lacrumas merenti nummus 
lacrumis meres numquis 
laetus meriti nutricem 
lapidem merui obiurigem 
latum meruisti obnoxius 
legionem metuas occasion 
legiones metuere occidam 
lepidam metuit occidis 
Lesbonicus mihimet occidisti 
libera mihisi occipias 
liberare militarem occludam 
libere mina occupabo 
liberi minimi occupes 
liberis minimo ocius 
linguam minore octoginta 
liquido mira odi 
litterae miror odos 
litterarum misereat offendet 
loca miseria olant 
locare misericordia olere 
locaui missa oleum 
loces mitto omitte 
loci mittunt omnino 
locis modi onera 
locus molestos onerabo 
longior molestum onus tos 
longius molestumsi operae 
longum moneo opes 
lubeat monere opperiri 
lubido monitum opportune 
lubidosi montis opsignatum 
luco mora optes 
lucro morata optestor 
ludis moriuntur optigere 
Lysiteli mortui optigit 
maiore mulieri optuere 
maledictis mulieris optulit 
malert muliones optumi 
malitia mulos opulento 
mamma-madere multas opulentus 
mammia munditiis orare 
mancupio mundo oratio 
mandatum murenam oratum 
mandauit narrauero Orcus 
mani natali ores 
manta natalis ornamenta 
manufestarium natum ornatu 
mastigia nauci otio 
mauellem necesse palmam 
maxumasi necne para 
mearum negas parant 
meari neges paratus 
mecastor nego parce 
media nemost parcum 
medio nequeam parcus 
Megadoro nequeas parsimoniam 
melior nequis participem 
meliora nequiter participes 
meliores nescias partitudo 
memineris nescioquem parumper 
meminisse nescit parums/ 
memor neue patinae 
memora nilne patinas 
memorant nimisque patrissat 
memorare noli patronus 
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1198 Words Occur Twice — Continued 
rectam scitum soluta sycophanta tuto uisne 
rectius scorta somnias sycophantam tutum uisum 
ted scortis somnum sycophantari ualere uiues 
reddet scortum sonitu sycophantasi uales uiuet 
reddite scripsit sorori sycophantiae ualet uiuit 
redditur scriptam spectatores sycophantiam uapulabis uiuitur 
redeat scriptum spernit sycophantias ubinam uiuont 
redii semel stabulum tacere uectus ulciscar 
rediisse semul Staphyla taction/ uehicla ulcisci 
redit senatu Stasimus talentis uehit ullo 
refer senatum statum tali uellet ullus 
referre sene stimulis tangere uenalis umbra 
regiones senes sto tangerem uendas umbram 
regionibus sentit stultitia tantis uendidi uni 
renuntiant seque stultitiam tantisper uenis uocare 
reperio sequimini suae tanto uentrem uocas 
repperisse sermo subdole tantumdem uentri uocat 
repperisti sermonibus subolet teneam Venu' uoce 
repudies seruant sumbolusi tenebras uenusta uocem 
respexis seruas sume tenent uerberibus uociuas 
respice seruassint sumet teneor uerborum uoco 
respicias seruiam summa tenet uereor uocor 
restas seruio summas tergi uestem uolat 
rex seruire summos tergo uias uolentibus 
rogitem seruit sumne tertiam uiatico uoltu 
sacra sescenta sumpsit tertius uicini uoluisse 
sacrum seu sumptum test uicinia uoluntate 
saeuiter sextus superfit tetigistin uicinum uorte 
saginam sicine suppetat Thensauro uicinus uortit 
saluam siem Surorum thensauros uicisti uosmet 






salutat Simia uictum uostras 
salutis similem tis uictumas uotat 
sanus Simonem suscenseo tolerare uigila uotet 
sapiens sitis suscensui tot uile urbem 
sapit sitne suscita tota uincam usui 
sarcinam sodalem suspendere 
suspicarier 
totidem uincunt utamur 
satine solere traho uini utendam 
scelestiorem solide suspicio triduom uiris utere 
scibas solio suspicionem Trinummo uirtutem utimur 
seiet solitum suspicor turba uirum utram 
scires solitun sutor turbare 
6429 Words Occur Once 
abalienare abituru's accubans adaxint adfero adiurasti 
abalienarier abitus accubantis adcurare adferrier adiutorem 
abalienatur abripite accubes adderes adfert adiutrice 
abdiderunt abrogant accubitum addidero adfertur adiutum 
abducant abusus accubo addidit adferto adiuua 
abducas accederes accumbas addito adfigi adiuuabere 




accumbere additur adfini adiuuas 
abducito accurarier adduc adfmitate adlegatu 
abducitur accurassis adducerem adfinium adlicere 
abducturum accepto accusas adducite adflictas adloquar 
abducturus acceptor accusem adduint adflicter adloqui 
abduxisse accersat accusites addunt adfligi admemordit 
aberat accersunt acerui adduxit adfuerunt adminiclum 
aberis accesseris aceti adegero adglutinant admittam 
abes accessi acidissumi ademit adgrediunduii admonitus 
abeundum accessio acie aderat adhibenduji admordere 
abeunt accheruntis acrem adero adhibet adorna 
abierunt accidisse acriorem adesses adhibete adpetit 
abhinc accidunt acriter adessuriuit adibit adplicare 
abibo acciperem acrius adeste adigit adplaudere 
abiectas accipi' acta adeundi adii adportas 
abiero accipient actam adeunt adiisse adposita 
abiisse accipies actast adfatim adiisti adprime 
abiisses accipite acturu's adfectat adimerem adprobare 
abiisti accipito acturus adfer adimit adpropera 
abimus accolae aculeus adferat adit adsedero 
abiret accommodem acutis adferet adiungit adsen tabor 
abit accuba adaeque adferetur adiunxeris adsentari 
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6429 Words Occur Once — Continued 
extis feras fluont fuitne 
extolli feratur foco fulguritae 
extollunt ferebat focum fullo 
extrudit ferentarium fodi fullones 
extrusisti feret foedarim fullonius 
extudi feriam foede fulmentas 
exturba ferias follem fundamento 
exturbasti ferio fontem fundamentum 
exuuiis ferit forabunt fundes 
exussum ferocem forent fundis 
faba ferratile formai fundus 
faber ferreis formicis fungaris 
fabris ferret formidas fungatur 
fabrum ferriteri formidolosas fungi 
fabulabimur ferriterium fors fungino 
fabulat&rf ferritribaces fortasse fungit 
fabulor ferrum fortem furandum 
facete fertur fortis furatum 
facetis feruefaciunt fortiter furcilles 
faciebat feruont fortuito furibus 
faciem festinate fortunabunt furinvun 
facient festine fortunam furum 
facillumum festinet fortunas furtificas 
facimus festino fortunatam fusti 
facin festo fortunataque galea 
facinorum fete fortunatas Gallicis 
facitis flam fortunate gallina 
factam fiamus fortunatorum gallinacea 
factio fictor fortunatus gallinacio 
factiosum fictorem fortunatu's gallinacius 
factius ficturae frangat gallinae 
factost fideli frangere gallus 
factu fideliam frangitis garrire 
facturi fidelis frate gaudeant 
facunde fideli tasque fratrem gaudeas 
faeceos fidelitatem fratri gaudent 
faenoris fideliter fraude gaudere 
faenusculum Fidi fraudem gaudia 
falas fidicinas fraudulenta gaudiisque 
fallaciae fido fraudulente gaudium 
fallere fierem fraus gemiti 
fallis fierent fricari gemitu 
fallunt fieres frigida genera 
falsa filias frit gener est 
falsidicum finem frons generibus 
falsis firma frontem generum 
geniumque falson firmiora frugalior 
famae firmiorem frumentariis gens 
gentiumsi famas firmitate frumento 
fame firmitatem frumentum genua 
fameque firmum frustramini genuerunt 
fames firmus frustrationes gerat 
famigeratio fissile frutex geratur 
famigeratori fissorum fuant gerebat 
famigeratorum fixae fuas geretur 
familiariter flabelliferae fuco germana 
fartim flagitabere fue gerrae 
fas flagitare fueram gerundum 
fatear flagitator fueris Geryonaceo 
fauces flagiti fuerunt gessi 
gessisse faucis flagitio fugam 
fausta flagris fugat gessit 
faxem flagritribae fugatis gestam 
febrim flammarii fugere gestant 
fecerim flare fugereque gestandui/ 
fecerunt fleam fugin gestas 
fecimus flens fugit gestae/ 
felat flentem fugitat gestire 
feliciterque fleueris fugitiuam gestis 
felix floccum fugitiue gestores 
feminas floreas fugitiuorf gignitur 
feniculum fluctibu' fugitorem glabrae 
ferant fluctus fugiunt glabriorem 
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lepidi luci malificus meministin mini tare mordicibus 
lepidissume lucrifugas malim meminit minor morer 
lepidissumum Iuctator malique memorarier minusculum mori 
lepido luculentum malitiam memorat mirabilis morigerae 
morigeru's lepidus lucus malitiasi memorato mirare 
leto ludam malorum memoret mirari morior 
leuem ludere malumque memoriam miremini morologis 
leues ludibundus malumsi men mirimodis moros 
leuiorem ludicram maluji mendacem mirumsi morosos 
libella ludificabo mammicula mendaciloquius mis mors 
libellai ludificat mandasse mendaciloquom Misargyrides morsiunculae 
libellam ludificatorem mandatasi mendax miscent mortales 
libello ludificatu' mandatus mendicabula misceres mortarium 
liberam ludificatuii mandatusi mendicare misces mortem 
liberant ludificauerit maneat mendice misera mortua 
liberasse ludificetur manebo mendicis miserae mortuam 
liberasso ludimus manere mendico miseras mortuo 
liberarf ludiurf manesne mendicus misereret mostra 
liberat ludus manicas mens misereri mostrare 
liberate lumbrice maniplatim mensam miserescat moueant 
liberaui lupos mansi mense miseri moues 
liberet lupus mantant mensulam miseriae mouet 
liberorum Iuscus manubrium mensum miseriis mucci 
liberosque 
libertam 
lustrantur manufesta mentire miseritunui mula 
lutitant manulearii mentis miserius mulcari 
libertas luto manuleatam mentituji miseros mulcet 
libram lutoi/ manumsi meosque miserrume muli 
libro lutum manuplares mequidem miserrumeis mulierculam 
licentiam luxantur manuplaris mera miserrumus mulieremque 
Iicetne Luxuriae mare merasi miserumj/ mulsi 
licetque Lyconides mari mercatum misi multabo 
lictumji macchaera maria mercatura misisse multae 
lignean 
limbularii 
maccidem maris mercaturan misissem multam 
Macedoni maritumis mercedej/ misisset multasque 
limen Macedonia Massici mercimonio missus multauit 
lineam Macedoniensem mastigiae 
materiae 
mercii/ misti multi 
Unguis Macedonius merear mittatur multiloquom 
linteones macerant matronae merendam mitteres multipotenti 
linteum macero matronarum merens mitteret multoque 
Iinum macet matronis merere mittimus munera 
linquere Machaerio matula meret mittis munerigeruli 
liqueant machinas matulam meretricis mittit murmurat 
liquida mactant matura meretricium mixtum murobatbarii 
liquidurf mactari maturam meretur modesti murrinam 
liquitur 
litationem 
macto maturate merita modes tia murum 
madeam mauelim meritam modestiam musice 
litem madefactatis mauelis meritus modicis mussari 
litteram madent mauelit meritusi moenia mussitabas 
litteras madeo mauis meruerunt Molas mutabit 
litterasque madet mauolo meruisse moles tam mutam 
locassem madide maxumas merum molestiaeque muttire 
locassim madidum maxumi messem molestu's mutuam 
locata madulsam maxumisi messim molestusi mutuis 
locos maerens meai metere molles mutumsi 
locorf maerore mean metimur mollior myropolae 
locuples maeroris meaque metit molliter nac 
locutus maestitiaeque Medea metuant mollitiis nactus 
longae maestitudoque mediam metuculosa molocinarii naenia 
longi maestuii medicabo metuebam mone nanctu's 
longissuma mage medicamento metuenda moneas nare 
longo magisterio medico metuis monendu's narrabit 
loquaces magnas meditabar metus monet narrabo 
loquendi magnisque meditabor meu's monstra narras 
loquentis magnuficus meditati migrare monstrare narrat 
loquerer magnus meditatum migrat monstres narrato 
loqueris maiiores meditatus mihin montem narraui 
lora malaque medullitus milia montes narret 
loris maledicis mehercle miliens moramur narro 
lubeat malefacta Melinum militariis morare natalem 
lubentissumo malefice mellam militaris moratur nati 
lubitum maleficos mellillae militem moratus natu 
lubuit maleficum memento miluinis morbo natura 
lucem maleque meminerunt miluom morbum naui 
lucernam malesuada meministi miluos morbus nauis 
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timidus tuaique uein uicerit uisitatus uoluptates 
timorem tuamj/ ueis uici Visso uoluptati 
uoluptati' timui tuapte uela uicine uisu' 
tinnis tuarf uelintne uicinos uiuam uoluptatibu' 
tinnit tuisque uellent uicit uiuamus uoluptatum 
tintinnabulis tuli uellicat uictibus uiuat uolutaui 
tintinnabulum tulissent ueluti uictis uiue uomitum 
titubanti tumultuoso uenales uictitabam uiuito uorem 
titubes tunc uenalium uictitare uite uorsa 
titubet tunica uenderes uictoria uitia uorsabatur 
tolerabis tunicam uendidisti uictorum uitilena uorsari 
toleres tunicas uendito uicturaque 
uictusi 
uitio uorsatur 
toleret tuomsi uenditurum uitulinam uorso 
tollat tuori uendundusi uideare uituperarier uorsoriam 
toilet turanne ueneficae uideat uituperas 
uiuam 
uorsus 
tonsilia turbae ueneficu's uideatur uorsute 
tonsor turbant uenenis uidebis uiuere uorsutus 
totas turbat ueneram uidebo uixerit uortere 
totui/ turbauimus uenerare uidebunt uiximus uorterit 
to tos turbauit uenerim uidelicet uixisse uorti 
tractare turbellas uenias uidendum uirit uortitur 
tractat turbidai/ uenient uidendunuJ ulciscare uostrae 
tractauit turbidos ueniet uideon Vlixem uostrarum 
traderem turbines uenibit uideri Vlixes uostro 
tradiderunt turbo ueniisse uideto ulmearum uostros 
tradier turget ueniret uidetque ulmeis uotem 
trado turpes ueniri uideturne ultumas uotes 
tragulam turpi uenisti uidit umerum urbani 
trahe turpilucricupi- uenitne uigilans u midi täte urbanus 
trahere dum uenti uigilanti 
uigilas 
unae urbis 
trahi turpitudinem uentriosus uncti urit 
Tranione tuquidem uenturum uigiliam unctitant umam 
Tranium turtures uentus uigilias unctiusculo uspiam 
tranquilla tu's uenustates uigiliis unctor usquarosi 
tranquille tus uerberabilissume uigilo undam usquequaque 
transcendere tusculum uerberare uilesi undique usquin 
transeat tutin uerberari uiliores unguem ussurae 
transfigi tutor uerberarier uilissumuii unguendam ussusi 
transigam uaginam uerberate uim unguis usu 
transiges ualeat uerberauisti uinarium ungulas usum 
transmarinus ualen uerbeream uincere uniuorsis usura 
transuorsum ualent uerberonem uinces uniuorsum usurpari 
transuorsus ualeo uerblri uincite unos usurpaui 
treceni ualete uerbo uinciti' uoca usuii 
trecentis ualui uerbunwi uinctam uocabo utar 
tribu'ne ualuisti uereare uinctus uocari utare 
tricas ualuistin uerecundari uindex uocauerit utenda 
triduo uana uerecundiam uinolentum uoces utendumsi 
triennio uanidicis uerumii uiolarii uocis uterum 
triennium uapulem uerus uirgarum uocitantur utibile 
trifur uapulo uesanum uirginis Volcano utibiles 
trifurcifer uaria uestibulum uirgis uolebam utile 
triplici uasa uestipica uiris uolebas utitur 
triplicis uasis uestitu uiritim uolgo utra 
tristi uastities uestitu's uirium uolpes utramque 
trisuiros uaticinamini uetere uiro uolsus utrique 
utrisque triuenefica uberi ueterem uirtus uolturium 
triuerunt uberrume ueteris uirtuti uolueram utrumuis 
triumphe 
trina 
uberrumos uetulae uirtutibus uoluere uxorio 
ubiquomque uexillum uirtutis uoluimus Xytilis 
triplicia 
Troianum 
uecturam ui uisam uoluisses zamiam 
uehar uiaticum uise uoluisti zonarii 
Truthus uehementer uicem uisitata uolup zonarius 
tuaeque uehunt 
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